PHASE 4 - REVITALIZATION *
W H AT T H I S P H A S E LO O K S L I K E :
There is a continued decline in the rate of infection in new COVID-19 cases. Hospitals have capacity and can quickly
adapt for a surge of new cases in their communities. Additional measures can be carefully lifted allowing for schools and
child care programs to reopen with social distancing policies in place. Restaurants can open with limited capacity and
following strict public health procedures, including personal protective equipment for employees. Gatherings with 50
people or fewer will be permitted. Testing is widely available, and tracing is commonplace.

W H AT ’ S O P E N :
Gatherings: All gatherings of 50 people or fewer are allowed; limit subject to change based on latest data & guidance
Travel: Travel should follow IDPH and CDC approved guidance
Healthcare: All health care providers are open
Education and Childcare: P-12 schools, higher education, all summer programs, and child care open with IDPH approved
safety guidance
Outdoor Recreation: All outdoor recreation allowed

FOR BUSINESSES:
Manufacturing: All manufacturing open with IDPH approved safety guidance
“Non-Essential” Businesses: All employees return to work with IDPH approved safety guidance; employers are encouraged to provide accommodations for COVID-19-vulnerable employees
Bars and Restaurants: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Personal Care Services and Health Clubs: All barbershops, salons, spas and health and fitness clubs open with capacity
limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Entertainment: Cinema and theaters open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Retail: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
BUSINESS OPERATION INFORMATION: To prepare businesses and employers to implement new and
updated safety guidelines in Phase 4, the State of Illinois has developed this business toolkit complete with signage, posters, and other resources to ensure business and activities are conducted in
accordance with the latest public health recommendations. Visit the DCEO COVID-19 Phase 4 Page
for further business specific details.

HOW WE MOVE TO THE NEXT PHASE:
Post-Pandemic: Vaccine, effective and widely available treatment, or the elimination of new cases over a sustained period
of time through herd immunity or other factors.

W H AT C O U L D S E T U S B A C K :
IDPH will closely monitor data and receive on-the-ground feedback from local health departments and regional healthcare councils
and will recommend moving back to the previous phase based on the following factors:
Sustained rise in positivity rate
Sustained increase in hospital admissions for COVID-19 like illness
Reduction in hospital capacity threatening surge capabilities
Significant outbreak in the region that threatens the health of the region

*SOURCE: CORONAVIRUS.ILLINOIS.GOV
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LED Fixture Provides Continuous
Disinfection of COVID-19 Virus in
Commercial Spaces
A ceiling-mounted UVC system called Active Airflow,
produced by Energy Harness, allows the ability to circulate
room air many times an hour into an enclosure, where
airborne pathogens, including the SARS-CoV-2 virus, are
eliminated through disinfection.
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Soundproofing is Essential When
Big Construction Projects Escalate
Neighborhood Noise
With 90 percent of external sound pollution in a building
entering via the windows, industry professionals have come
up with an economic solution rooted in technology employed
by recording studios.
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The Future of
COVID-19 and
Energy Efficiency
UniBES has developed cloud-based software modules imbedded with patented HVAC infectious building and
energy efficiency optimization processes.
AMP’s awarded Healthy Building & Energy Efficient 30” Bronze Plaque is for display inside or outside your
building, to overcome the confidence gap created by the current pandemic when welcoming people back into their
buildings’ workspaces.
UniBES/AMP’s goal is to enhance the noble efforts of other healthy building organizations by providing what they
can’t. AMP provides the ability to achieve increased outside air ventilation, and optimized HVAC energy efficiency
without raising utility costs through energy-efficient means. Consider a total healthy building package utilizing the
qualities, capabilities and services of UniBES/AMP, INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE (IWBI), Fitwel
and UL’s Verified Healthy Buildings Mark.
UniBES is providing an introduction to AMP’s software with two coupons, to set a building on its way to becoming
“HVAC Infectious Building and Energy Efficiency Compliant”.

INFECTIOUS BUILDING HVAC VENTILATION APPLICATION
AND CERTIFICATION
$8,600 Value without coupon
Use code Chiefs-25%-Building-Certification
Savings: $2,150

25%

OFF!

CAST BRONZE PLAQUE
(for indoor or outdoor display)
$2,995 Value without coupon
30% off with code Chiefs-30%-Bronze30
Savings: $898.50

UniBES / AMP Office: (630) 790-4940

https://auditmaster.pro/

30%

OFF!
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At long last, things are starting
to feel closer to normal in our
world, and we can look forward
to the possibility of the Chief
Engineers gathering once again.
Summer traditionally has been
the time when we break, resuming our events with the annual
Golf Outing in September. At
press time, discussions are still
taking place regarding our return, though we can confidently
state that the Golf Outing will
be a firm go-ahead, just as it was
last year, and we hope it will be
as big a success.
At this point in time, I would like
to take the opportunity to thank everyone for doing their part to keep
the Chief Engineers Association of Chicagoland vital and alive during
the pandemic. I’m grateful, as always, to our Associate members for
their continued faith in the value of the Chief Engineers, and for the
presenting organizations that brought insight and information to us at
our monthly virtual meetings. I also would like to thank everyone who
attended the monthly presentations — I know it’s not always easy to
make time for another onscreen meeting, but we understand the importance and value that these presentations have meant for the Chiefs and
its members in the last year, and we are very appreciative of everyone
who has taken the time to participate. And, of course, a big thank-you
to Alex Boerner for all of her hard work in coordinating these events and
keeping things going.
As a show of our appreciation, we cordially invite you to attend our
Vendor Appreciation Day event Wednesday, June 30, on the Fan Deck at
Guaranteed Rate Field. Please contact Alex Boerner
(AlexB@chiefengineer.org) for ticketing info.
During the summer break, I know we’re all attending to our chillers and
towers, making sure that everything is running at peak efficiency, but
I’ll remind everyone that this is also a good time to start ensuring that
your winter equipment is properly serviced and maintained before the
cold weather arrives. And when you do, please keep in mind the Associate member organizations who do that work so well. Keep your Quick
Shopper handy, or consult our website at chiefengineer.org for a list of
the best contractors and suppliers available.
Lastly, I would like to recognize all of the fathers who are part of the
Chief Engineers. Father’s Day falls on Sunday, June 20, this year, so I hope
that all of you who have taken on the responsibility of fatherhood enjoy
a well-earned day of rest and relaxation. To all of the fathers, stepfathers, foster fathers and father figures among us, I wish you a happy
Father’s Day.
Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

Manufacturer Plans New Plant, Additional
700 Jobs
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Kentucky company that makes
commercial HVAC products plans to build a manufacturing
plant in Shelby County that will create 700 new jobs, officials
said.
Kentuckiana Curb Co. Inc., doing business as KCC Manufacturing, plans to invest $60 million to establish the plant in
Simpsonville, Gov. Andy Beshear said in a statement. KCC
needs more room for production space and plans to build
380,000 square feet of facilities on 80 acres, the statement
said.
The jobs will pay an average hourly wage of $29 including
benefits, officials said.
The company currently employs more than 500 people at
two manufacturing facilities in Jeffersontown. It plans to
start work on the Shelby County project next January and
finish within a year.

New Solar Plant for California Desert Gains
Federal Approval
BLYTHE, Calif. (AP) — The federal Bureau of Land Management has given final approval for a solar power plant on
public lands in the southeastern California desert, the Interior Department said May 3.
The Crimson Solar Project, which includes a 350-megawatt
energy storage system, could supply enough power for
87,500 homes, the department said. The approval comes
amid President Joe Biden’s plans to fight climate change,
with a goal of 100% renewable energy in the power sector
by 2035.
“The time for a clean energy future is now,” Interior Secretary Deb Haaland said in a statement.
The decision authorizes Sonoran West Solar Holdings LLC
to build the $550 million plant on about 2,000 acres (809.3
hectares) of BLM-administered lands about 13 miles (20.9 kilometers) west of the Riverside County community of Blythe.
The deserts of southeastern California offer sun, wind and
geothermal resources, but consideration of renewable energy projects also must take into account plant and animal
species, tribal heritage and recreational interests.

Mayor: Sewage Lagoon Embankment
Seeping, Residents Warned
SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) — A sewage lagoon above a small
western Kentucky city is seeping through its embankment
and is likely to fail, prompting the mayor to warn residents
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living downhill to prepare to evacuate if more rains increase
the danger.
The Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet notified city
officials of the seepage at the Smithland Wastewater Treatment Lagoon along Highway 453, WPSD-TV reported, citing
a statement from Smithland Mayor Bill Hesser.
City workers were going door to door May 3 to notify people
living downhill of the seriousness of the situation, “especially
with more rain in the immediate forecast.” The mayor said
the city hired an engineering firm and was working hard “to
remediate this very old system as fast as we can.”
Smithland is a city of several hundred people along a bend
where the Cumberland River feeds into the Ohio River.

Dayton Sues Air Base, Defense Department
for Water Pollution
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — The city of Dayton has sued the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and the U.S. Department of
Defense for failing to stop water contaminants from entering a source of the city’s drinking water.
The lawsuit filed May 3 in the Southern District of Ohio
accuses the air base of failing to stop per-and polyfluoroalkyl
substances, known as PFAS, from entering one of the sources
of the city’s water, the Dayton Daily News reported.
In March, the city gave notice that it intended to sue unless
the air base agreed to cooperate on mitigation measures for
PFAS contamination.
PFAS are human-made chemicals that research suggests
can cause health problems including cancer and weakened
immunity. Found in many products like nonstick cookware
and firefighting foam, they are also called “forever chemicals” for their longevity in the environment and resistance to
destruction.

Utility Announces Plans for Huge Solar Farm
in Eastern Iowa
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — An Iowa electric power provider
has announced new plans for a huge solar farm in eastern
Iowa.
The solar farm will be located in Linn County near Coggon
and will provide 100 more megawatts of power to Central
Iowa Power Cooperative members, cooperative CEO Bill
Cherrier told television station KCCI.
Cherrier said the solar field will begin operations in 2022,
and is projected to create 350 construction jobs at its peak.
News of the new project follows the utility’s construction of

a more than 300,000-panel solar power farm south of Wapello. The 100-megawatt Wapello Solar Facility covering 800
acres in Louisa County began delivering power to the Iowa
grid in March.

NJ Regulators Approve 2nd Round of Nuclear
Energy Subsidies
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — New Jersey regulators have approved
a three-year $300 million annual subsidy, funded by utility
ratepayers, for the state’s nuclear industry.
The Board of Public Utilities voted April 27 to renew the program, authorized under a 2018 law, for another three years.
New Jersey’s biggest utility, PSEG, operates the state’s three
nuclear plants, Hope Creek, Salem 1 and Salem 2, all in
southern Jersey. Some estimates show residential rate payers
could pay $40 more per year, with commercial customers
seeing increases of about 50 percent.
Nuclear power accounts for an estimated two-fifths of the
state’s electricity production.
The subsidy passed the Legislature and was signed by Democratic Gov. Phil Murphy in 2018.
PSEG argued it needed to get the subsidies or else it would
shut down its nuclear plants. The plants also have zero carbon emissions, which the utility has pitched as a key part of
the efforts to reach 100-percent clean energy by 2050.

Nuclear Plant Near NYC Switching Off After
Long Opposition

US: Nuclear Waste Tank in Washington State
May Be Leaking
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — An underground nuclear waste
storage tank in Washington state that dates to World War II
appears to be leaking contaminated liquid into the ground,
the U.S. Department of Energy recently said.
Tank B-109, the latest suspected of leaking, holds 123,000
gallons of radioactive waste. The giant tank was constructed during the Manhattan Project that built the first atomic
bombs and received waste from Hanford operations from
1946 to 1976.
A multibillion-dollar environmental cleanup has been underway for decades at the sprawling Hanford site.
The leak from Tank B-109 was first suspected in March 2019,
when there appeared to be a small drop in the level of its liquid waste. Monthly checks showed the level stable until July
2020, when another drop was detected, and the Department
of Energy launched an investigation.
The state Department of Ecology said the tank is leaking
about 3.5 gallons (13 liters) per day.

New Mexico Nuclear Waste Repository to Use
Electric Vehicles
CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) — The U.S. Department of Energy’s
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico has announced
plans to replace diesel vehicles and equipment with electrical and battery-operated components as part of a larger
effort to improve airflow in the underground nuclear waste
repository.

BUCHANAN, N.Y. (AP) — The Indian Point nuclear power
plant north of New York City ceased producing power Friday,
April 30, after almost six decades of operation.

According to its website, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is the
only repository for nuclear waste disposal in the U.S. Department of Energy sites across the U.S. send their waste to the
plant.

Gov. Andrew Cuomo had long sought to close the riverside
plant he and other opponents saw as a safety threat to the
millions of people living in the surrounding suburbs and the
city 25 miles away. Critics said it would be virtually impossible
to evacuate the area in the event of a catastrophic nuclear
accident or a terror attack.

Plant officials began work on a new utility shaft and planned
to restart a major ventilation fan after available underground air became restricted following an accidental radiological release in 2014 that contaminated parts of the mine,
the Carlsbad Current-Argus recently reported.

The shutdown of the Indian Point Energy Center’s Unit 3
reactor was scheduled under the terms of a 2017 agreement
involving the state and plant operator Entergy Corp. The
plant’s Unit 2 reactor was shut down a year ago under the
agreement.

Officials have since moved forward with a multimillion-dollar
project to rebuild the ventilation system known as the Safety
Significant Confinement Ventilation System. It is expected to
provide 540,000 cubic feet per minute of breathable air to
underground workers when it is expected to be completed
in 2025.

The two reactors, which went online two years apart in the
mid-1970s, were once an important source of electricity in
New York City and the lower Hudson Valley. The first reactor
at the site went online in 1962 and was retired in 1974.
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Biden Plan for Cleaner Power System
Faces Daunting Obstacles
By Cathy Bussewitz | AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — If the nation is to meet President Joe
Biden’s goal of cutting America’s greenhouse gas emissions
in half by the end of the decade, it will have to undertake a
vast transformation toward renewable energy.
And to achieve that, the near-impossible will be required: A
broad network of transmission lines will have to be built to
carry solar and wind power across the continent to deliver
electricity to homes and businesses — something the administration envisions accomplishing by 2035.
What’s more, utility-scale batteries on a widespread scale,
to store renewable energy for peak-use periods, would be
needed.
The financial and technological tasks of linking cleaner
power sources to an aging electric grid pummeled by climate
change are daunting enough. Add to them the legal fights
that states and localities will likely mount to fight the build-

outs of transmission lines in their areas, and the challenges
become extraordinary.
It normally takes years to win authorization to build new
transmission lines. Because many such decisions are made at
the local level, critics across the country who oppose having
wires strung through their landscapes could further prolong
the battles.
“I’m very worried,” said Larry Gasteiger, executive director
of the transmission industry trade group WIRES. “Given the
timeframes we’re looking at, it’s almost hard to see how we
meet them. We really need to have everyone puling on the
oars at the same time and in the same direction, and unfortunately, we’re not seeing that, to be honest.”
The idea behind the Biden plan for cleaner power transmission is to transform the fuel for America’s power grid from
mostly coal and natural gas to wind, solar and hydroelectric
power. The U.S. electricity system relies on about 600,000
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Power lines in Houston.The Biden White House is amplifying the push for its $2.3 trillion infrastructure package with the release of state-by-state breakdowns that show the dire shape of roads, bridges, the power grid and housing affordability. Biden recently met with Republican and Democratic lawmakers to deploy the figures to show that his plan would help meet the needs of their constituents. (AP Photo/David J. Phillip)

miles of transmission lines that carry electricity from power
plants or dams to communities and 5.5 million miles of local
distribution lines, according to the American Society of Civil
Engineers.
Some of the consequences of climate change — more frequent storms, wildfires and other extreme weather — include damage to the nation’s electric grid. Severe weather
was determined to be the predominant cause of more than
300 transmission outage events from 2014 to 2018, according
to the American Society of Civil Engineers. An additional 200
outages were caused by transmission disruptions or interruptions, which are essentially unexpected failures. Most of
the nation’s transmission lines were strung in the mid-20th
century with just a 50-year life expectancy, the group said.
That reality hit hard in February. Severe snowstorms in

773-784-0000
Chicagoland’s top HVAC, Boiler & Plumbing
Contractor
• Chiller Teardowns • 24 Hour Service
• Boiler Re-Tubes
• Piping Repairs
• Combustion Tuning • HVAC Projects
• HVAC Maintenance
• Plumbing Services
www.HayesMechanical.com

Texas caused deadly power outages that lasted days, killing
more than 100 people. In California, Pacific Gas & Electric’s
crumbling equipment sparked a series of deadly wildfires in
recent years, and the worst, in the town of Paradise, Calif.,
killed 85 people in 2018. Residents throughout California
frequently lose power as utilities shut it off to reduce the
chance that their old equipment could start a wildfire.
Even while extreme weather erodes the nation’s existing
infrastructure, the need for reliable electricity to power an
ever-growing number of electronic devices and vehicles is
sure to surge. Given the state of the electric grid and the ambitious nature of the goals, Gasteiger calls Biden’s emissions
goal, with its dependence on transmission lines, a “moonshot
effort.”
To reach the president’s goal of a 50-percent reduction in
overall greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, the nation would
have to stop using coal entirely by then and let consumption
of oil and gas decline by 2 percent every year, according to
Philip Verleger, a longtime energy analyst. Yet to meet the
nation’s energy demand, he said, the United States would
have to double the amount of energy that’s produced annually by wind and solar.
“I doubt that’s practical,” Verleger said. “You just can’t put
up that many windmills that fast. And there may not be that
many places to put windmills.”
The electric power generated by wind and solar has been
growing at impressive clips, with wind power generation rising at a 14 percent annual rate from 2010 to 2020, and solar
growing at a rate of 54 percent, Verleger said. But he doubts
(Continued on pg. 10)
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(Continued from pg. 9)

that the pace for solar growth can be maintained.
The nation obtained about 21 percent of its electricity from
renewable sources in 2020, a share is expected to grow to 42
percent by 2050, according to an estimate made by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration in February, before
Biden’s accelerated goal was announced.
But it can take years to get high-voltage transmission lines
approved, let alone built. Many plans will face resistance
from landowners or communities in the path.
Those battles have killed ambitious projects before, including
the Clean Line — a quest to build a 700-mile transmission
line to deliver wind energy from Oklahoma to Tennessee.
The project had obtained federal approval. But given opposition from landowners and politicians in Arkansas and Tennessee, it couldn’t win all the rights of way. After a decade of
planning, investing and efforts for approvals, the firm that
was developing the transmission line accepted defeat and
shut down.
Even projects that ultimately succeed tend to take far longer
than expected. A 730-mile transmission line to carry wind
energy from turbines in Wyoming to the electricity-hungry
Southwest, begun in 2005, took 15 years to gain all the required federal and local permitting. Final approval ultimately
paved the way for the construction of the TransWest Express
Transmission Project to begin.
“It’s mostly local, not federal, authority,” Verleger said. “Is
this administration going to issue rules that override the
states? Will the Supreme Court approve them? How many
years will that take?”

of the nation’s wind-generated electricity, according to the
Energy Information Administration. Yet that power is most
needed by bustling cities along the coasts.
“You have to build a lot of transmission lines, and people
have made that very, very difficult,” said Michael Lynch, president of Strategic Energy and Economic Research. “You’ve
got the ‘Nimby’ (Not In My Back Yard), the ‘Numby’ (Not
Under My Back Yard), and ‘Banana’ (Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anyone). Those are still very powerful
political drivers around the country.”
Many steps and players are involved in building inter-regional transmission lines. The transmission system, which includes
high-voltage lines that bring electricity from power sources
to communities, is regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. It approves rates for transmission lines.
But permitting and siting for transmission is typically
approved at the state and local level, Gasteiger said. The distribution system, which strings power within communities, is
regulated by a myriad collection of state and local agencies.
“It’s the nature of transmission that it takes an awfully long
time to get it from start to finish to get it built and put into
service,” Gasteiger said.
The cost of decarbonizing the power sector is yet another
hurdle. Using the technology available then, Wood Mackenzie estimated in 2019 that to fully decarbonize the U.S. power grid, including eliminating all fossil fuels and building the
new generation and transmission sources, would cost $4.5
trillion. That would cost every U.S. household about $35,000,

GET THE WORD OUT.

A fossil fuel power plant can be built near the populations
that will use its energy. By contrast, wind and solar power is
often developed in the Great Plains. Wind turbines in Texas,
Iowa, Oklahoma, Kansas and Illinois provide more than half
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or $2,000 a year for 20 years.
The expense of building or repairing transmission lines is
often borne by utilities, which, in turn, generally pass the
costs on to customers. Thousands of utilities dot the country.
Building transmission lines requires coordination among
those companies and the cities, states and private properties
where the lines must cross.
To spur investment in transmission, Congress directed the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in 2005 to begin providing incentives for transmission projects. The commission,
though, began scaling back those incentives in 2012.
“I’m hearing a lot of happy talk,” Gasteiger said. “I’m not
seeing actions that match up with the talk about how much
transmission is needed.”
Analysts have been running scenarios to estimate whether
Biden’s goal of slashing greenhouse gas emissions by roughly
half over the next nine years is realistic.
In S&P Global Platts Analytics’ most-likely-case scenario,
which envisions a widespread adoption of electric vehicles,
increased penetration of renewables and declines in coal
generation, the United States would reduce its carbon dioxide emissions by about 27 percent by 2030 compared with
2005 levels.

Under that scenario, even if all remaining coal burning were
eliminated by 2030, that would still account for only about
a quarter of the reductions needed. The remaining cuts that
would be needed to achieve a 50 percent reduction would
be nearly equivalent to the total emissions that are expected from gasoline in 2030, said Roman Kramarchuk, head of
future energy analytics at S&P.
Yet the goal isn’t necessarily impossible, Verleger said. Back
in the 1970s, he noted, there was concern that a lack of
copper to string phone wires across Africa would prevent
many Africans from attaining telephone service. Yet over
time, most people obtained service via cellphones instead of
from landlines. So what was imagined as a logistical hurdle
evaporated.
The White House has also signaled that it may institute a carbon tax. That would make it harder for emitters to continue
at their current rate, further speeding the transition.
“It’s achievable,” Verleger said. “Probably it’s going to take a
couple technological breakthroughs, like the cellphone and
the personal computer. I’m not going to say it’s not going to
happen.”
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Johnson Controls Continues to Reinforce
Best-In-Class Openblue Sustainability
Performance With Two Award-Winning
Heat Pump Technologies
CORK, Ireland — Johnson Controls, the global leader for
smart, healthy and sustainable buildings, announced that its
YORK® AMICHI™ YMPA air-cooled scroll DC inverter reversible heat pump, featuring low-Global Warming Potential
(GWP) R454B refrigerant, has won Heat Pump Product of the
Year in the 2021 ACR News Awards competition. Johnson
Controls also won the 2021 CRH Innovation Award for the
premium residential YORK YVAG heat recovery pump at the
China Refrigeration Expo.
The YORK AMICHI heat pump was one of 11 award winners
in the annual competition, which celebrates the best products, businesses and people from across the air conditioning
and refrigeration sectors. The YORK YVAG was one of 112
products submitted from 52 companies covering residential
and commercial heating. The superior energy-saving heat
recovery system offers an exceptional solution for year-round
residential heating applications.
“These awards further showcase our dedication to innovation and sustainability, recognizing products that deliver
a step change in standalone performance. When integrated with our OpenBlue platform, they deliver outstanding
improvements in sustainability and energy efficiency,” said
George Oliver, chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls. “Our
European and China teams invested countless hours, conducted multiple field tests and incorporated customer feedback to create these truly ground-breaking products.”
The awards also support Johnson Controls’ commitment to
achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2040, and enhance customers’ opportunities to reduce their own carbon emissions.
Johnson Controls recently announced that it plans to slash
operating emissions by 55 percent and reduce customers’
emissions by 16 percent before 2030. Its OpenBlue platform
for optimizing building sustainability will be central to fulfilling these goals and ultimately creating an environment for
healthy people, healthy places and a healthy planet.
Oliver said the awards reinforce Johnson Controls’ commitment to OpenBlue and its full suite of connected technologies, products and services for customers and partners.
Launched in 2020, OpenBlue includes tailored, AI-infused
service solutions such as remote diagnostics, predictive maintenance, compliance monitoring and advanced risk assessments.
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The YORK AMICHI heat pump won Heat Pump Product of the Year in the
2021 ACR News Awards competition.

Answers Growing Market Demand for Heat Pumps in Europe
On a global scale, Europe has been leading the way to become carbon neutral by 2050. It has already committed to at
least 40 percent cuts in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990
levels) by 2030 and is proposing to increase this ambition to
55 percent under the European Green Deal (EGD). More recently, Europe has put climate change and the energy transition at the heart of its economic recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic, providing economic incentives for the implementation of low-carbon technologies and energy efficiency.
Heat pumps are an important part of the equation.
Jeff Williams, president, Global Products, Johnson Controls,
noted that the YORK AMICHI and YVAG heat pumps are
only two of Johnson Controls’ industry-leading heat pumps.
Over the past 40 years, Johnson Controls has developed an
extensive portfolio of heat pumps for residential, commer-

cial and industrial applications. These heat pumps serve as
a carbon-neutral heating source while relying on low-GWP
refrigerants, such as ammonia. The breadth of the Johnson
Controls portfolio from a size, efficiency and temperature
range is world class, and continues to help customers to reduce their carbon emissions. Since 2002, Johnson Controls has
reduced its own greenhouse gas emissions intensity by more
than 70 percent.
“Heat pumps have always been in the DNA of industrial
refrigeration, and they’ve been adapted in food and beverage, dairy and other process industries for reclaiming waste
heat and turning it into low-cost, high-temperature heat,”
Williams said. “Our technologies are helping meet the growing demand for heat pumps in the European and Chinese
markets and beyond.”
Johnson Controls recently provided heat pump solutions for
more than a dozen district heating and cooling applications
in Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy and Norway.
To learn more, visit:
https://www.york.com/insights/amichi-series.
The York YVAG’s energy-saving heat recovery system is an excellent solution
for year-round residential heating applications.
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Chicago Seeks Developer to Open City’s
First Casino by 2025
By Sophia Tareen | Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago is laying its cards on the table and
officially seeking bids to build the first casino in the nation’s
third-largest city.
City leaders want a “world-class” resort that’ll draw locals
and tourists while boosting Chicago’s finances, but several
steps remain.
Here’s where things stand:
Slots in the Second City
Mayor Lori Lightfoot announced in April that Chicago is
officially seeking proposals to operate a casino resort that
includes a hotel of up to 500 rooms, entertainment venues,
restaurants and bars. Whoever gets the license will also get
to run slot machines at both of Chicago’s airports. Overall,
the operator will be allowed up to 4,000 “gaming positions,”
or seats where bets are placed.
Under Chicago’s timeline, applicants will publicly present
their plans in September, and the winner will be chosen in
2022. Final approval from the city and state gambling regulators is required.
To generate early revenue for the cash-strapped city, the
operator will also be allowed to open a “temporary casino”
for up to two years at a site of their choice.

gaming as gamblers slowly return to casinos after coronavirus pandemic-related closures.
Estimates on casino revenues vary and Chicago’s plan hit
early snags with its tax structure. A 2019 feasibility study by
a Las Vegas consulting firm showed it was too onerous to
generate much revenue, so legislators approved a change.
Union Gaming Analytics then said a downtown casino could
bring in about $1 billion annually.
The casino is expected to create thousands of jobs, including
in construction, and boost existing businesses. Chicago’s budget for 2021 was $12.8 billion.
“It’s not just about the gaming revenues anymore,” said Jennie Bennett, the city’s chief financial officer. “It’s also a combination of food and beverage as well as other amenities.”
Eric Klank, 27, recently started going back to casinos after a
hiatus due to the pandemic. He occasionally goes to casinos
in in Indiana and suburban Chicago to play blackjack and
have a fun night out with his brother.
The Chicagoan welcomed the idea of a casino nearby, which
would save hassle and transportation costs.
“At the end of the day, I’m going to go to whatever casino is
close enough or accessible to me,” he said.

“The bottom line is to make sure we are getting revenue as
quickly as possible,” Lightfoot said at a briefing ahead of the
announcement.

Location. Location. Location.

Growing Interest

The topic has already drawn fierce location speculation
about downtown versus neighborhoods. A 2019 study also
reviewed five sites outside downtown, including a former

Chicago leaders believe there’s a “tremendous appetite” for
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No site has been chosen. That’ll be up to the developer.

In this July 15, 2011 file photo, Karen Lingermuth, of Niles, Ill., plays the slots during a special VIP event at the Rivers Casino in the Chicago suburb of Des
Plaines, Ill. Chicago is taking a big step toward building its long-awaited first casino. Starting Thursday, April 22, 2021, city officials are officially seeking
bids from companies interested in what’s being billed as a “world-class” resort scheduled to open by 2025. (Mark Welsh/Daily Herald via AP, File)

U.S. Steel plant site, but recommended one closer to Chicago’s business district.

Rivers Casino in suburban Des Plaines.
Indiana and Wisconsin are also betting on gaming.

Eleven companies and neighborhood groups have already
weighed in on the project, responding to a December survey
from the city. Those who responded included major Las Vegas casino operators MGM Resorts International and Wynn
Resorts, along with Chicago-based Rush Street Gaming and
nonprofit developer Chicago Neighborhood Initiatives.
Most favored a downtown location.
Lightfoot wouldn’t indicate her preference, saying it’s up
to the operator. The request for proposals issued Thursday
says Chicago wants a destination that’ll “enhance the urban
fabric of its surrounding neighborhood.”

The new $300 million Hard Rock Casino Northern Indiana
is slated to open next month in Gary, which is replacing the
Majestic Star casino along Lake Michigan.
Indiana state Sen. Eddie Melton, a Democrat who represents
the area, calls the new facility a “game-changer” for the city
30 miles from Chicago.
Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers approved plans last month for a
Ho-Chunk Nation casino in Beloit, near Illinois’ border and
about a 90-minute drive from Chicago. The complex would
include a 300-room hotel and 40,000-square-foot indoor
waterpark.

Raising the Stakes
While Chicago is making plans, so are its neighbors.
The city’s south suburbs will also get a casino under a gambling expansion plan Gov. J.B. Pritzker signed in 2019. That’ll
add six new casinos on top of Illinois’ existing 10, including

Lightfoot said she isn’t worried about the competition or
oversaturation.
“There’s no place else in the Midwest that offers what we
do,” she said.
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LED Fixture Provides Continuous
Disinfection of COVID-19 Virus in
Commercial Spaces
By Del Williams

With commercial facilities taking precautions against
COVID-19 as never before, an effective new tool in their arsenal is a new type of “germicidal” LED fixture. This specialized, enclosed LED fixture draws in air and irradiates it with
ultraviolet light (UV), significantly improving indoor safety
by providing continuous airborne disinfection of the SARSCoV-2 (COVID-19) virus as well as other airborne viruses,
bacteria and germs. While traditional UV fixtures have been
used for many years to clean surfaces, they could not be safely used in occupied spaces. The new type is designed to safely
and constantly disinfect indoor air in occupied rooms.
Although LED light fixtures normally emit visible light with
a 400 nm-700 nm wavelength, lower-frequency ultraviolet
(UV) light LEDs can effectively kill such pathogens. UVC, a
very powerful ultraviolet light wavelength between 100
nm-280 nm, is virucidal, bactericidal, and fungicidal, since it
passes through the outer wall of the pathogen and causes
damage at the molecular level. The destruction ultimately
leads to inactivation of the pathogen, making the cells unable to reproduce. Also, unlike vaccines, because UV works at
the cellular level, it is effective regardless of the pathogen’s
ability to adapt or mutate.

inactivating the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19.
The CDC has determined that the integration of in-room
UVC sources in conjunction with building-wide HVAC systems
has great promise, particularly given the growing knowledge
of the dangers of airborne spread of the coronavirus. Best
of all, these stand-alone UVC fixtures can be used continuously throughout the day, in occupied rooms, even when the
HVAC system is off.
“In indoor settings, one of the best ways to combat the
COVID SARS-2 family of airborne viruses is to continuously
recycle individual room air while safely treating it with UVC
radiation,” says Michael Fischer, President of Energy Harness,
a Florida-based designer and manufacturer of LED lighting
for a variety of commercial settings. “Unlike traditional
wide-spectrum fluorescent or mercury vapor UV tubes, LEDs
can produce UVC by controlling the specific wavelengths of
light emitted. In addition, they don’t contain extremely toxic
substances like arsenic or mercury that are inherent in the
traditional UV tubes.”

UVC is known to disinfect air, water and nonporous surfaces, and has been used effectively for decades to reduce
the spread of bacteria such as tuberculosis, influenza and
Legionnaires’ disease. According to the CDC, UVC is the only
recognized technology for effective germicidal treatment for
airborne pathogens.

Prior to the pandemic, Energy Harness responded to the
demand for hydroponic “grow” lighting, and designed
LED lights with color spectrums — including UV — to mimic
sunlight. When the COVID pandemic began, Fischer says
his team quickly realized the potential effectiveness of UVC
technology to deactivate the SARS-CoV-2 virus and used the
technology to design a fixture to treat the airborne organisms.

Today, as the nation continues to battle the pandemic, UVC is
a promising tool at the forefront of safely reopening a host
of commercial spaces because the approach is effective in

However, to do this required technology that could safely
deliver the proper UVC dosage in a specific combination of
three main factors — dosage, distance and wavelength.
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“Ultimately, germicidal efficacy of ultraviolet light is based
on dosage, distance and wavelength,” explains Fischer. “Dosage is a function of UVC power multiplied by exposure time.
Distance is the proximity of the pathogen to the UVC source.
And wavelength is the nanometer range of the ultraviolet
light.”
According to Fischer, to eradicate pathogens effectively, the
UVC wavelength should be in the germicidal effective range,
with a peak of approximately 268 nm. The intensity must
be high enough to irradiate the space, and the duration
must be long enough to affect the organism. He spells out
the equation as (Wavelength Intensity * Duration) = Dosage
Delivered.
After significant R&D, the LED manufacturer developed a
ceiling-mounted UVC system called Active-Airflow that circulates room air many times per hour into an enclosed chamber, where UVC disinfection occurs.
Due to its unique patent-pending design, the unit allows for
an exceptionally long exposure time. The internal germicidal
chambers are filled with hundreds of high-powered LEDs
arranged in very close proximity to the airborne pathogens
as they move through the fixture.
With the intensity, the distance and the time measured,
Energy Harness can effectively “control” the UVC dosage. In

Installing appropriate UVC light inactivates the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)
virus and other airborne pathogens, improving indoor safety.

addition, the LEDs in the unit irradiate in the most effective
germicidal range (with a 260-280nm wavelength).
When the Active-Airflow LED fixture was tested by Intertek
Laboratories (ETL), a nationally recognized testing laboratory
(NRTL), it was shown to be 99.9-percent effective in eliminating airborne pathogens. Further laboratory testing directly
on the SARS-CoV-2 virus has shown the LED technology
produced in the Active Airflow fixture showed a 99.998-percent inactivation of the virus — within one second. A virus
reduction rate of 99.999 percent is the maximum sensitivity
that the testing mechanism could measure.
“To know that our technology maxed out the testing equipment, that’s a pretty exciting moment,” said Peter Lehrer,
Senior VP for Project Development at Energy Harness. “It says
that we’ve got the ultimate COVID killer on our hands."
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Because the unit houses the UVC LEDs internally, it does not
produce any visible light in the room it disinfects. With the
unit mounted in the ceiling, the people occupying the space
are completely shielded from the UVC. Each LED fixture can
typically disinfect a 256 sq. ft. area, depending on average
occupancy, occupant activity level, etc., and multiple units
can be deployed in larger rooms, according to Fischer.
When installed in standard ceiling grids, the pathogen-inactivating UVC LED fixture can be used continuously throughout
the day in occupied rooms, which enables constant airborne
disinfection of the air throughout the area.
The unit is UL- and CSA-certified by Intertek Testing Laboratories (ETL) and is manufactured in an EPA-registered
facility in Florida. It has also been certified by ETL to produce
no harmful ozone, and is registered with the California Air
Resources Board (CARB).
To help mitigate the spread of viruses like COVID-19, Union
Health, an integrated health system in Indiana, installed 48
of the Active-Airflow UVC LED light fixtures last year at its
(Continued on pg. 18)
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facilities, primarily at entry points, waiting areas, and testing
areas. This year, Union Health is installing a second round of
fixtures.
“We are looking for different ways to protect our patients,
our visitors and our staff. So, after in-depth research, we
were happy to move forward with the purchase and the
installation of these devices,” said Mike Mullins, System
Director of Facilities, Union Health System in a TV interview
last year.
A growing number of school systems are also adopting UVC
technology to mitigate the potential spread of COVID-19 and
other viruses.
“We were very impressed with the UVC technology … and
recently installed [units] in our elementary classrooms,” said
Darrell Thompson, OPMP, Director of Facilities at the Center
Grove Community School Corporation, a public school system
that serves the residents of White River Township in Johnson
County, Ind.
“We were so impressed that we expanded our scope to
include the cafeterias and nurses’ stations,” he adds. “We
believe this will have a huge positive impact on the health
and wellbeing of our students and staff.” According to
Center Grove’s website, it educates approximately 8,500 K-12
students and has a staff of more than 1,100.

Another advantage of using such a UVC LED fixture is that
the unit works independently from the HVAC system, but still
uses active air handling to draw room air into the unit. The
standalone approach of the disinfection system could make it
simpler for most facilities to install. The unit is designed to fit
into a grid ceiling much like a troffer luminaire, and takes up
the same space as a single two by four-foot ceiling tile.
Although the primary focus of the Active Airflow UVC LED
fixture is on safety and the continuous disinfection of airborne viruses, aesthetically pleasing architectural designs are
also being developed to complement a variety of interiors in
commercial facilities.
While public facilities like office buildings and retailers are
slowly opening up under pandemic restrictions, the incorporation of fixtures that can continuously kill airborne pathogens — including the COVID-19 virus — while occupants are
in the room will be vital to aid safe reopening.
For more information, visit: https://energyharness.com/uv/ ;
email sales@energyharness.com; call 1-239-599-5626; or write
to Energy Harness at 71 Mid Cape Ter., Cape Coral, FL 33991.

Del Williams is a Technical Writer who lives in Torrance, Calif.
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SKF Bearings Help Mars Rover Collect
Rock and Regolith Samples on Planet’s
Surface
Gothenburg, Sweden — Enabling the Mars Rover’s core operations in the harsh environment on Mars are Kaydon RealiSlim thin-section ball bearings, designed and manufactured by
SKF at the company’s global thin-section bearing engineering
center in Muskegon, and its recently expanded manufacturing hub in Sumter, S.C.
These highly engineered components contribute to the survival of the rover’s main robotic arm, sample collecting turret, tool bit carousel and sample handling assembly during a
months-long trip through space, and its function as intended
on the Mars surface.
SKF also supplied critical bearings for the mission’s launch
vehicle which carried the rover and its lander into space.
SKF bearings will play an integral role in the vital process
of sample collection on Mars. When the rover is ready to
begin collecting samples on the surface, the robotic arm will
maneuver into place and the tool bit carousel will whirr into
action, deploying tools to drill or abrade material, which will
then be collected by the sample collecting turret (aka “the
hand”) and transferred to the sample handling assembly for
processing onboard the rover, and eventually a potential
return to Earth for analysis via a future Mars mission.
“The bearings we designed and built to help the rover perform its core science activities were based on several models
of Kaydon thin-section ball bearings customized by our engineers to minimize weight and save space, while retaining
maximum functionality and reliability for a mission where
repair or replacement is simply not an option,” said Isidoro
Mazzitelli, Director of Product Development and Engineering
Americas. Space applications must be a small fraction of the
weight of standard bearing assemblies.

SKF’s Kaydon RealiSlim thin-section ball bearings facilitate the Mars Rover’s
core operations in the brutal, unforgiving environment of the Mars landscape. (Photo: NASA/JPL-Caltech)

Kaydon bearing solutions are often customized from baseline models for specific customers and commonly used in
applications that require a careful balance between strength,
weight, size, functionality and reliability — including robotic
surgical equipment, automated precision manufacturing,
detailed painting, aircraft systems, airport security scanners
and medical CT imagers.
In addition to the latest mission, SKF has a decades-long
history as a supplier to global space programs, dating all the
way back to NASA’s Apollo 11 mission. “Our company’s bearings, seals and other products have helped enable a wide
range of spacecraft and missions for more than 40 years,”
said John Schmidt, President, SKF USA, Inc. “Our parts have
flown on the previous space missions, dozens of commercial
and government satellites, space-borne telescopes, a wide
range of rocket launch vehicles and in astronaut’s spacesuits.
When conditions become critical and applications demanding, engineering knowledge is the only way to success.”
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Researchers: Climate Pledges See World
Closing on Paris Goal
By Frank Jordans | Associated Press

BERLIN (AP) — Recent pledges by the United States and
other nations could help cap global warming at 2 degrees
Celsius (3.6 Fahrenheit) by the end of the century, but only
if efforts to cut greenhouse gas emissions to “net zero” by
2050 succeed, scientists said May 4.
More than 190 countries agreed six years ago in Paris to keep
the average temperature rise below that threshold — ideally
no more than 1.5 C (2.7 F) — by 2100, compared to pre-industrial times, to avoid serious harm to humans and the
natural world.
The Climate Action Tracker, compiled by a group of researchers who translate targets and actual emissions into
temperature estimates, projects that the world is currently
set to overshoot the Paris accord’s less ambitious goal by 0.9
degrees.
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“That’s still catastrophic climate change, a situation that is
basically not controllable and which we have to avoid by all
means,” said Niklas Hoehne of the New Climate Institute,
one of the authors of the study.
By including the latest proposals from governments in their
calculation, researchers found the estimate dropped to 2.4
C — an improvement of 0.2 C on the previous optimistic forecast the group made in December. U.S. President Joe Biden’s
recent ambitious new climate goals contributed significantly
to the revised estimate, along with the European Union,
China, Japan and Britain.
But if 131 countries that make up almost three-quarters of
global emissions actually meet their pledged or discussed
“net zero” goal, then the 2-degree target could be met, said
Hoehne. This would require further pledges though, essentially halving global emissions in the next 10 years.

A flame emits from a chimney at the BASF chemical company in Ludwigshafen, Germany, (AP Photo/Michael Probst, file)

The updated estimate was released ahead of a virtual meeting this week hosted by Germany to discuss further international efforts to curb global warming.
Germany’s environment minister said the Petersberg Climate
Dialogue, which brings together representatives from about
40 nations, will focus resolving several technical issues in the
run-up to this year’s U.N. summit in Glasgow in November.
Svenja Schulze said more aid to help poor countries prevent
and adjust to climate change would also be discussed. Rich
countries have failed to provide the $100 billion dollars a
year they agreed to by 2020, much to the anger of developing nations.
The meeting is one of the last opportunities for Chancellor
Angela Merkel to leave her mark on international climate
policy. The long-time leader, who isn’t running again in
Germany’s upcoming national election, has faced criticism
for failing to push through tough emissions cuts domestically
during her four terms in office.
“She has to share the responsibility for the severe lack of vision in pivotal fields such as transportation and agriculture,”

said Jennifer Morgan, the executive director Greenpeace
International.
Morgan said a recent ruling by Germany’s top court ordering
the government to set clearer goals for emissions reduction
after 2030 could help spur Berlin into action in the coming
months, suggesting the country could raise its emissions cuts
from 55 percent to 70 percent over the next decade.
Such a move by Europe’s biggest economy would be in line
with calls for countries to redouble their efforts to achieve
the more ambitious 1.5 C target set in the Paris accord.
Climate scientist Hoehne said capping global warming at
that level would require a major effort on all fronts, given
that average temperatures are already 1.2 C higher today
than they were before industrialization.
“It is physically achievable? Yes, by all means,” he said, adding that the world also has the technical means of doing so.
“The big problem is whether it’s politically do-able. And
there I’m more hopeful now than ever before.”
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Oil Pipeline Disputes Raise Tensions
Between U.S. and Canada
By John Flesher and Matthew Brown
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. (AP) — Months after President Joe
Biden snubbed Canadian officials by canceling Keystone XL,
an impending showdown over a second crude oil pipeline
threatens to further strain ties between the two neighbors
that were frayed during the Trump administration.
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, a top Biden ally, ordered
Canadian energy company Enbridge last fall to shut down
its Line 5 — a key piece of a crude delivery network from Alberta’s oil fields to refineries in the U.S. Midwest and eastern
Canada.
Whitmer’s demand pleased environmentalists and tribes who
have long considered the pipeline, which reaches 645 miles
across northern Wisconsin and Michigan, ripe for a spill that
could devastate two Great Lakes.
A section roughly 4 miles long crosses the bottom of Michigan’s Straits of Mackinac, which connects Lake Michigan and
Lake Huron. The area is a popular tourist destination, and
several tribes have treaty-protected commercial fishing rights
in the straits.
But with the governor’s May 12 shutdown deadline approaching, Canadian officials are lining up behind Enbridge
as it contests the order in U.S. court and says it won’t comply.
The Calgary-based company says Whitmer is overstepping
her authority and that the 68-year-old pipeline is sound.
“Our government supports the continued safe operation of
Enbridge’s Line 5,” Seamus O’Regan, Canada’s minister of
natural resources, told The Associated Press in an email. “It is
a vital part of Canadian energy security, and I have been very
clear that its continued operation is non-negotiable.”
A Canadian House of Commons committee recently warned
of dire consequences from a shutdown: job losses, fuel shortages and traffic nightmares as 23 million gallons (87 million
liters) of petroleum liquids transported daily through Line 5
are shifted to trucks and rail cars considered more susceptible
to accidents.
The panel urged Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and other
Canadian officials to lobby their U.S. counterparts and said
that without an agreement, Canada might invoke a 1977
treaty barring either nation from hampering oil and natural
gas transmission. O’Regan’s office said the matter had been
raised at the “highest levels” of federal and state governments.
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The dispute comes as both nations hope to reset their relationship after the presidency of Donald Trump, who put
tariffs on Canadian steel and aluminum and had a turbulent relationship with Trudeau. Biden’s first meeting with a
foreign leader was a virtual session with Trudeau in February,
where they pledged cooperation on climate change and
other matters.
Biden’s cancellation of Keystone XL, a 1,200-mile pipeline
from Alberta’s oil sands, remains a sore point in Canada.
Although Trudeau objected to the move, Alberta officials
are “extremely disappointed” he isn’t taking stronger action,
said Sonya Savage, energy minister in the province home to
most of Canada’s oil production.
Now comes Line 5, which few Americans outside the Great
Lakes region may know about. But it’s a priority for Canada,

the world’s fourth-largest producer and third-largest exporter of oil.
“The Canadians are likely to make this their big issue,” said
Christopher Sands, director of the Canada Institute at the
Wilson Center, a global policy think tank in Washington, D.C.
“This is one where I don’t think [Trudeau] can afford to back
down.”
While the Keystone project was halted in early construction,
Line 5 has transported Canadian oil since 1953. More than
half of Ontario’s supply passes through it, according to Enbridge. It exits Michigan at the border city of Sarnia, Ontario,
and connects with another line that provides two-thirds of
crude used in Quebec for gasoline, home heating oil and
other products.
“It’s an energy lifeline for Canada,” said Mike Fernandez, an
Enbridge senior vice president.
Enbridge and its supporters in industry and labor say the
pipeline also benefits the U.S. Midwest. It carries oil for jet
fuel and gasoline, as well as natural gas liquids made into
propane.
Critics say most economic benefits go to Canada, while
Michigan risks a rupture that could foul hundreds of miles of
waters.
“The Canadians are awfully silent about our shared responsibility to protect the Great Lakes, which hold 20% of the
world’s fresh surface water,” said Liz Kirkwood, director of a
Michigan group called For Love of Water.
Opposition to oil pipelines in the U.S. has hardened, with
fights over Keystone, the controversial Dakota Access Pipeline and Enbridge’s Line 3 in Minnesota drawing protesters.
Climate change hovers over the debate as Biden pursues
emission reductions. He canceled Keystone on his first day
in office. A week later, he temporarily suspended sales of oil
and gas leases from federal lands. Environmentalists want a
permanent ban, which could make the U.S. more dependent
on Canadian crude whether it’s delivered by pipeline or not.
“That’s the conundrum any administration will find themselves in when their climate goals run headlong into the realities of providing essential energy,” said Drue Pearce, deputy
administrator of the federal pipeline safety agency under
Trump and now with the Holland and Hart law firm.
No leaks have been reported from Line 5’s underwater pipes.
But a National Wildlife Federation report in 2017 said federal
documents showed more than two dozen spills from other
sections exceeded 1 million gallons.
Enbridge has spent about $1 million on ads supporting the
pipeline, while opponents have fought it with studies, protests and media events.
(Continued on pg. 24)
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An aboveground section of Enbridge’s Line 5 at the Mackinaw City, Mich., pump station. Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer has ordered the pipeline shut
down because of concerns about a potential spill in the channel that connects Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. Enbridge is resisting the order with the
support of Canadian officials who say Line 5 is essential to their economy. The disagreement comes months after U.S. President Joe Biden upset Canada by
canceling the Keystone XL oil pipeline project. (AP Photo/John Flesher)
(Continued from pg. 23)

But lawsuits the company and Michigan have filed against
each other may decide the outcome.
Although the federal government regulates oil pipelines,
Great Lakes bottomlands are under state jurisdiction. Michigan granted an easement in 1953 to place Line 5’s twin pipes
beneath the Straits of Mackinac.
However, Whitmer revoked it Nov. 13, saying Enbridge had
violated its safety requirements — including one that prohibits unsupported gaps beneath the pipes.
There may be little Biden can do to satisfy Canada aside from
quietly urging Whitmer to relent. That could be difficult
given his ties to the governor, whom Biden considered for his
running mate last year and appointed a vice-chairwoman of
the Democratic National Committee.
White House spokesperson Vedant Patel declined comment.
U.S. pipeline safety falls under the Department of Transportation, whose Biden-appointed secretary, Pete Buttigieg,
endorsed a Line 5 shutdown last year while seeking the
Democratic presidential nomination. A spokesperson said in
an email that the department wasn’t involved in the legal
fight between Michigan and Enbridge but will inspect Line 5
in coming months.
Whitmer’s office did not respond to requests for comment.
When announcing her shutdown order, she said Enbridge
had “imposed on the people of Michigan an unacceptable
risk of a catastrophic oil spill in the Great Lakes that could
devastate our economy and way of life.”
Enbridge reached a deal in 2018 with Michigan’s previous
governor, Republican Rick Snyder, to reroute the underwater
segment of Line 5 through a new tunnel.
But opponents say the tunnel carries its own environmental
risks and the lakes would remain in jeopardy if the pipeline
continues operating during years of construction.
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Debate over Line 5 and other pipelines illustrates the conflicting priorities for two countries that have pledged to reduce fossil fuel emissions but still burn lots of oil, said Daniel
Raimi, a fellow at Resources for the Future, a Washington,
D.C., policy institute.
“They don’t want to disrupt a crucial piece of infrastructure
and cause higher energy prices for consumers,” Raimi said.
“It’s a difficult needle to thread.”

Brown reported from Billings, Mont.

News

Western Specialty Contractors Experts
Say to “Mind the Gap” on Building
Facade, Parking Garage Maintenance
ST. LOUIS — Buildings and parking garages are made up
of many different systems and components. And just like a
subway station, where a gap is present between the train
car and the platform, there are gaps between the different
building components. If the gaps are not addressed, they can
lead to water intrusion and structural damage. That’s why
it’s always important to “mind the gap” when it comes to
building maintenance, according to the experts at Western
Specialty Contractors.
“Where a window meets the surrounding wall, there’s a
gap,” David Grandbois, Assistant Branch Manager, Western
Specialty Contractors – Minneapolis Branch, says. “Where a
roof meets a building’s wall, there’s a gap. Where window
glass meets the metal frame, there’s a gap. These gaps are
usually filled with caulking or sealant to keep water from
damaging interior spaces. The most important thing to
understand for cost-effective exterior property maintenance
is that the caulking, sealant or whatever is being used to fill
these gaps are the weakest links in your building or parking
garage.”
On a typical building or parking garage, these gaps only
account for about one percent of the total surface area, but
they’re responsible for 90 percent of all the water intrusion
problems.
“If you can keep this one percent of your building’s surface
area functioning correctly, you’ll prevent 90 percent of all
future water intrusion issues,” Grandbois says.
Western’s experts recommend inspecting a building’s caulk
joints and sealants at least once a year to look for any signs
of deterioration, which could include cracking, flaking or
missing material.

Western Specialty Contractors advise removing damaged caulk and having
it replaced immediately by an experienced specialty contractor.

“It makes sense why caulking is so often overlooked by
building managers,” Grandbois says. “Its size and cost seem
relatively small compared to other parts of the building. But
what’s staggering is how often contractors overlook this
crucial component.”

what kind of shape the other components are in, water is
going to get into your building,” he says. “The main thing to
keep in mind is that your building is made up of a bunch of
different components. The only way your multiple building
components can work together is if each one is properly transitioned into the other parts. That transition we’re
talking about is usually the caulking.”

If caulk deterioration is present, Western’s experts recommend having the damaged caulk removed and replaced
immediately by an experienced specialty contractor. Property
managers should not dismiss the importance of caulk maintenance, and to not trust just any contractor to maintain this
crucial building component.

For assistance with caulk joint maintenance, contact the
Western Specialty Contractors branch location nearest you:
http://www.westernspecialtycontractors.com/western-locations/.

“If one component fails, like the caulk, it doesn’t matter
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Bluewater Health Chooses Honeywell
Forge to Improve Operations and
Availability
ATLANTA — Honeywell recently announced that Bluewater
Health, a leading health care facility based in Sarnia, Ontario,
has implemented the Honeywell Forge Enterprise Performance Management solution at its hospitals in Petrolia and
Sarnia. The SaaS solution is helping Bluewater Health to
reduce the building’s operational costs and improve building
resiliency.
As one of the most sustainable and innovative hospitals in
Ontario, Bluewater invested in cutting-edge technologies
and underwent a digital transformation for facilities in Sarnia and Petrolia. Honeywell worked with the organization to
deploy Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance to analyze
and optimize building systems maintenance at the hospital.
The solution recommends early and preventative actions
based on live and historical data to avoid costly, unnecessary
changes and reduce unplanned, reactive work on building
systems. As a result, the hospital’s electricity and natural gas
consumptions have decreased by optimizing systems in real
time, despite rising energy needs.
“Innovation and sustainability are significant areas of focus
for us, and Honeywell Forge is an important solution that is
enabling us to lower our operational maintenance costs and
be more efficient,” said Alex Sullo, Director, Biomedical and
Support Services, Bluewater Health. “It also gives us a solution that we can embed across our overall building systems
and integrate protocols at a higher level to drive the digital
transformation of our buildings. Knowing our facilities are
efficient and ready to perform allows our organization to
focus on providing safe, quality care to the residents of Sarnia-Lambton.”
Using Honeywell Forge, Bluewater Health can pull thousands
of building maintenance data points into one dashboard and
receive real-time analysis of building performance. Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance is providing Bluewater
with new insights from more than 1,200 equipment inputs
in the building, showing building performance and finding
opportunities for improvement. Forge has also helped Bluewater reduce electricity usage by an average of 8 percent of
expected consumption and reduce gas usage by almost 12
percent over the first few months of the deployment.
“The value of predictive maintenance — much like preventative medicine — is being able to tackle future problems
before they become serious and costly issues,” said Laura Laltrello, vice president and general manager of North America
Services, Honeywell. “As many hospitals face clinical, operational and budget challenges, they need greater dependability for their equipment, and to get more out of their existing
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infrastructure. Honeywell Forge is helping Bluewater meet
its critical operational needs, enabling more time focusing on
delivering key outcomes for their patients.”
Bluewater Health’s hospital facility in Sarnia is one of Canada’s first LEED® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) certified hospitals. The sustainable design includes an
underground cistern to collect rainwater, a gray water system
for toilets, a state-of-the-art chiller and an upcoming combined heat and power generating plant. Its Petrolia hospital
is currently undergoing extensive redevelopment with a new
high efficiency boiler plant, upgraded electrical infrastructure and emergency power system.
Honeywell Forge is purpose-built on a native edge-to-cloud,
data-driven architecture designed to accelerate digital transformation of operations.

Utility to Build $250M Gas-Fired Power
Plant in Montana
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — NorthWestern Energy recently
announced plans to build a $250 million power plant in
Montana as part of an effort to increase its power capacity in
the state.
The utility announced plans for the 175-megawatt gas-fired
power plant in Laurel, southwest of Billings, along with a
50-megawatt battery storage project and a five-year agreement to buy 100 megawatts of hydropower.
The Laurel Generating Station will be a reciprocating internal
combustion engine, or RICE plant, which have become popular tools for balancing resources like wind and solar farms,
officials said. It is expected to be available to serve customers
by January 2024.
“This resource portfolio addresses a key portion of our immediate need for generation capacity while also allowing us to
make progress toward our goal of an energy supply portfolio
in Montana that reduces the carbon intensity of our electric

generation by 90% by 2045,” NorthWestern Energy CEO Bob
Rowe said.
The battery storage project is expected to be operational
by late 2023, officials said. It would be used to store wind
energy when generation exceeds demand, so the power can
be delivered as needed.
Company officials said they will apply in May for Montana
Public Service Commission approval to add the RICE plant
and the battery storage project to NorthWestern Energy’s
portfolio.
NorthWestern Energy also will start receiving 100-megawatts
of capacity from British Columbia-owned BC Hydro stating in
2023 through 2028.
NorthWestern Energy is also a gas company with retail
demand of 560 million cubic feet annually in Montana. The
company owns three natural gas storage fields in the state,
as well as two transmission pipelines through subsidiaries,
plus connections to four other transmission systems.
The Laurel Generating Station is the second gas-fired power
plant announced by the company in the last 13 months. The
utility announced the construction of a 58-megawatt RICE
plant near Huron, South Dakota in May 2020. The cost of
that plant was $84 million.
Some have argued that gas-fired plants, like the one proposed in Laurel, are not necessary as a transitional energy
source. The U.S. Energy Information Administration has said
carbon dioxide emissions from gas-fired plants are 54 percent of coal plants producing the same level of energy.

GOT A STORY TO TELL?
Call Chief Engineer at 708-293-1720, or send an email
to editor@chiefengineer.org, and let us know about
your project, product, service, or other industry news!

www.chiefengineer.org
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Soundproofing is Essential When
Big Construction Projects Escalate
Neighborhood Noise
For developers as well as the owners of homes and commercial sites, the trend toward big construction projects can be
not only a blessing, but also a curse — if exposure to greater
levels of external noise is not effectively handled.

country, in more than a dozen cities, downtowns are being
remade as developers abandon the suburbs to combine new
sports arenas with mixed-used residential, retail and office
space back in the city,” states the article.

Whether for airport expansion, stadium construction or
mixed-use property development, on big construction
projects, the noise from heavy equipment can disturb
neighborhood homes and businesses for years — only to be
replaced by increased air, vehicular and visitor traffic once it
is completed.

For example, while Los Angeles International Airport continues its expansion nearby, a $2.6 billion stadium is currently
under construction in the heart of an Inglewood, Calif.,
neighborhood for two NFL teams, which is causing significant noise problems. This has prompted the city of Inglewood to spend millions of dollars in public funds to soundproof certain areas of the city.

While the economic benefits of big construction projects may
be great, the loud, continual, external noise can grate on
nerves, depress property values, and even become a serious
health issue.
According to a recent New York Times article, Seattle’s
construction noise is out of control — and terrible for your
health, “Exposure to a noise level of 85 dBA for even one
workday can produce hearing loss. Chronic exposure to noise
levels as low as 65 dBA can increase adrenaline and stress
hormone levels, and elevate blood pressure, which increases
the risk of heart disease and stroke.”
Heavy construction noise is usually much louder than normal
conversation (60 dB) and generally on a par with lawnmower
noise (90 dB). Because of how detrimental excess noise is,
many cities impose construction noise limits and restrictions,
as well as noise compliance codes for new construction.
Despite the construction noise challenge, the trend toward
big construction projects is a national one. “Across the
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When it comes to mixed-use properties, external noise can
be a particular problem. Mixed-use properties that enable
people to live, work, play and shop in a centralized area are
one of the hottest types of properties now because they
conveniently combine what people want. However, these
properties can be excessively noisy to neighbors not only
during construction, but also to those who end up living and
working in them due to increased traffic and activity.
So, proactively fixing the noise problem in affected neighborhoods is becoming necessary to preserve a quiet home/
work environment.
To achieve this, industry pros and property owners need to
understand that existing windows and patio doors — not
walls — account for up to 90 percent of external noise penetration. However, traditional dual-pane windows are not actually designed to reduce noise, and there often is not time
or money available to do a full-scale window replacement

project when a home or commercial development needs to
be put up for sale.

because it isolates the window frame from external sound
vibrations.

Fortunately, a growing number of industry professionals and
property owners are discovering how to handle these issues
by economically soundproofing the most problematic existing windows and sliding doors (facing traffic etc.) in a matter
of hours, using technology derived from recording studios.

Finally, the company places spring-loaded seals in the second
window frame. This puts a constant squeeze on the glass
panels, which prevents sound leaks and helps to stop noise
from vibrating through the glass. These spring-loaded seals
stay as acoustically sound 15 years down the road as they
were on day one.

Traditional Window Troubles
(Continued on pg. 30)

Dual-pane replacement windows are designed to keep out heat and cold, but not
noise. While the seals of a new window
provide some noise reduction, the two pieces
of glass in dual pane windows are separated
by an air space, and sealed into one solid
glass unit. Like a drum, this causes both
pieces of glass to vibrate together. This drum
effect defeats the noise reduction benefit of
dual-pane windows.
Instead, a growing number of mixed-use
developers and property owners are finding
a solution to the noise problem with a more
modern soundproofing technology.
For example, some are turning to companies
like Soundproof Windows, Inc., a company
with expertise engineering windows for
some of the most noise-sensitive environments in the world, such as recording studios.
The company has adapted recording studio
window soundproofing technology for residential and commercial properties by creating a secondary soundproofing window that
installs inside, behind the existing window.
The product is custom designed specifically
to match — and function — like the original
window. Installation is simple, straightforward, and usually can be completed in about
an hour or two.
The inner window essentially reduces noise
from entering on three fronts: the type of
materials used to make the pane, the ideal
air space between original window and insert, and finally improved, long-lasting seals.
The combination can reduce external noise
by up to 95 percent.
The first noise barrier is laminated glass,
which dampens sound vibration much like a
finger on a wine glass stops it from ringing
when struck. An inner PVB layer of plastic
further dampens sound vibrations.
Air space of 2-4 inches between the existing window and the Soundproof Window
also significantly improves noise reduction
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(Continued from pg. 29)

The company has also created a “second sliding patio door”
that can be installed easily inside or outside of the existing
door that reduces external sound in similar way. This consists
of laminated glass construction, a surface-mount aluminum
frame, track insert, mounting fin, and a sound-insulated
movable aluminum sash with rolling mechanism.
The product is designed specifically to match and function
like the original door and can open and lock separately.
Soundproofing Quickly Raises Multi-unit Value
“When a large, multistory apartment complex was built in
the heart of downtown Los Angeles, next to Union Station,
the original patio doors and windows failed to meet the
city’s noise compliance code for new construction,” said Ryan
Sanquist, President of Ryan Sanquist Installations (RSI), a
contractor specializing in patio door and window installation
for commercial properties.

sliding glass doors and windows from Soundproof Windows
were added to the project.
“The soundproofing quickly handled the noise issue for the
apartment building developer, its property manager, and its
tenants,” said Sanquist. “It became a more desirable place to
live, capable of satisfying code and sustaining higher rental
rates than it otherwise would have.”
The bottom line for developers of big construction projects
as well as neighborhood homeowners is that by selectively
soundproofing the windows and sliding glass doors that are
most problematic, they can quickly handle any external noise
issues. This can not only help to preserve a quiet home and
work environment amid construction and traffic noise, but
also maximize the selling or rental price.
For more information, contact Soundproof Windows, Inc. at
4673 Aircenter Circle, Reno, NV 89502; call 1-877-438-7843;
email sales@soundproofwindows.com; or visit
http://www.soundproofwindows.com

Because tearing these out and starting over would balloon
costs, soundproofing about 150 existing patio doors and 350
existing windows was the option chosen, Sanquist said.
To resolve the situation as well as improve rental values,

Energy Improvement
Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s representative
specializing in engineered products
to improve building efficiency and
indoor environmental quality.
DAMPERS LEAKING?
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NEED ACCURATE, MAINTENANCE FREE DEVICES W/LONG TERM STABILITY?
LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY WHILE IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY?
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CALL TODAY...WE CAN HELP!!!
CONTACT: JIM GRECO (847) 561-3056

Energy Improvement Products, Inc.
2353 Hassell Road, Suite 116
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
Main Phone: (847) 885-3615
Certified WBE, WOSB
www.eip-hvac.com

Soundproof Windows, Inc., has adapted recording studio window soundproofing for residential and commercial properties by creating a secondary
soundproofing window that installs inside, behind the existing window.
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More Than $1 Million in Funding
Awarded to William Rainey Harper
College for HVAC System Renovation
PALATINE, Ill. — The Illinois Capital Development Board has
announced more than $1 million has been released from the
state towards the renovation of the HVAC system at William
Rainey Harper College, with local matching funds supporting
a total investment of $1.7 million. The funding will help address deferred maintenance projects on the William Rainey
Harper College campus that have been stalled due to a lack
of investment by previous administrations. Made possible
by Governor Pritzker’s bipartisan capital plan, the first in
nearly a decade, the renovation work will create good jobs
and economic opportunities for residents in the surrounding
community. CDB will oversee the project’s renovation under
the protocol for state-appropriated capital projects.
“It is the duty of elected officials to provide young people with the tools and resources they need to shape their
future and achieve their dreams,” said Governor JB Pritzker.

Trust your Cooling Tower with
the Professionals...

We provide Engineered
Solutions to
optimize your towers pe
rformance
and provide energy savin
gs.

“With funding from the Rebuild Illinois capital plan, William
Rainey Harper College will be able to complete long-needed
maintenance work on the HVAC system, improving campus
facilities for both students and staff.”
“I am thankful to the State of Illinois for funding the improvements to the steam condensate system, which includes
the replacement of condensate stations, pumps, and flash
tanks in select buildings,” said CDB Executive Director Jim
Underwood. “The Rebuild Illinois capital plan is essential to
upgrading and improving facilities throughout the state.”
“I appreciate this attention being given to the infrastructure
needs of Harper College, and I’m certain those using the
campus will appreciate the improved conditions brought
by a new HVAC system,” said State Representative Thomas
Morrison (R - Palatine).
The historic Rebuild Illinois capital plan passed with bipartisan super-majorities and will invest $45 billion in roads,
bridges, railways, universities, early childhood centers, and
state facilities like the new crime lab and veterans’ homes,
creating, and supporting an estimated 540,000 jobs over
the life of the six-year plan and revitalizing local economies
across the state.
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Japan Utility Gets OK to Restart 3 Old
Nuclear Reactors
By Mari Yamaguchi | Associated Press

TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese utility received local consent April
28 to restart three aging nuclear reactors, clearing the final
hurdle needed to put them back online and help meet the
country’s ambitious carbon emissions reduction target.
Kansai Electric Power Co. said it received approval from Fukui
prefecture, home to the three reactors, Takahama No. 1 and
No. 2 and Mihama No. 3, which have all operated more than
40 years.
The approval from Fukui Gov. Tatsuji Sugimoto is the first for
aging reactors to operate beyond their 40-year intended life.
The Nuclear Regulation Authority has granted each reactor a
20-year extension under toughened safety standards set after
the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster.
Economy and industry minister Hiroshi Kajiyama welcomed
the decision, saying it will contribute to a reduction in carbon
emissions, since power from the reactors will allow a reduction in the use of fossil fuel-fired plants.
Kansai Electric said it plans to restart the reactors as soon
as they are ready, but the timing is uncertain for the Takahama reactors because of delays in installing anti-terrorism
measures.
Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga, who pledged last October
that Japan will achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, recently
raised a 2030 carbon emissions reduction target to 46 percent from 2013 levels, from a previous 26-percent reduction.
Japan is one of the world’s top carbon emitters.
Japan’s current energy plan, set in 2018, calls for 22-24 percent of its energy to come from renewables, 20-22 percent
from nuclear power and 56 percent from fossil fuels such as
oil, coal and gas.
Energy experts are discussing revisions to the plan, expected around July. The 2050 carbon emissions-neutral target
would require drastic changes and likely prompt calls for
more nuclear plant restarts and possible construction of new
reactors.
Costly safety upgrades required to meet the post-Fukushima
safety standards have prompted utilities to scrap 24 of the
54 workable reactors. The lengthy approval process has also
slowed Japan’s rector restarts, and only nine reactors have
restarted since the tougher standards were introduced.
Environment Ministry officials say the government is not
considering building new reactors or replacing old ones, but
would not say how it would be possible to achieve a significant cut in carbon emissions without bolstering nuclear
power generation.
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Kansai Electric Power Co. announced its approval by Fukui prefecture to
restart three aging nuclear reactors, including those in Takahama (pictured).
Restarting of the reactors is intended to help Japan to meet its ambitious
carbon emissions reduction target. (Madoka Ogawa/Kyodo News via AP)

DON’T LET YOUR BUSINESS GO UP IN FLAMES!

100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE
INSTALL OR RETROFIT FIRE
SPRINKLERS TODAY!

DEDUCT THE FULL COST OF QUALIFIED PROPERTY IMPROVEMENT!
CARES ACT
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act closed a loophole that was included in the TCJA by
making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:
2021: 100%
2022: 100%

2023: 80%
2024: 60%

2025: 40%
2026: 20%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
permanently set at 15 years.

For more information on how these tax incentives might impact the business of your
contractors, we would recommend that they contact their tax professionals, as
situations differ based on the facts and circumstances for each business. As a general
rule, we would not recommend that the Local provide tax advice to the contractors.
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Pritzker Administration Awards
$207,751 to HeartLands Conservancy to
Address Stormwater Runoff
SPRINGFIELD — Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Director John Kim announced HeartLands Conservancy
will receive nearly $208,000 in Green Infrastructure Grant
Opportunity (GIGO) funding to implement the Brushy Lake
Wetland and Floodplain Restoration project, which will create and enhance wetlands and wet meadows in the Cahokia
Creek floodplain in Madison County.
The project by HeartLands Conservancy and its partners,
made possible by funding from Governor Pritzker's bipartisan Rebuild Illinois capital plan, will enhance water quality,
stormwater storage, and wildlife habitat. The project will
restore 9.5 acres of emergent wetland, enhance 20 acres
of forested wetland, and establish 50 acres of wet meadow habitat. Existing drainage ditches, that were originally
installed to drain water to allow agricultural production, will
be reshaped and meandered to re-establish the wetlands
within the floodplain. The floodplain is the flat area adjacent
to the creek, which during rain events can store stormwater
and release the water back into the creek more slowly. This
can help reduce the number and duration of flood events
downstream of the site. The entire site is in the floodplain of
Cahokia Creek.
“Protecting Illinois communities and businesses from persistent flooding and water damage is a top priority for my
administration which is why the Rebuild Illinois capital plan
has funding specifically dedicated to green infrastructure
initiatives,” said Governor JB Pritzker. “Through the Brushy
Lake Wetland and Floodplain Restoration project, the HeartLands Conservancy will implement systems to provide com-

munities with increased protection against excess stormwater
and peace of mind that their homes and families are safe.”
HeartLands Conservancy applied for a GIGO grant from
Illinois EPA. The total project budget is $282,645, with Illinois
EPA providing $207,751 in grant funds and HeartLands
Conservancy and its partners providing $74,894 in matching
funds.
“The Brushy Lake Wetland and Floodplain Restoration
Project is physically the largest GIGO project this year and
focuses on improving the Cahokia Creek floodplain,” said
Director Kim. “A goal of this project is to hold more water in
the wetlands on the Brushy Lake site to reduce the frequent
flooding in the downstream communities of State Park Place
and Fairmont City and help improve Cahokia Creek's water
quality.”
“Restoration of Brushy Lake will provide an increase in
stormwater storage capacity and wildlife habitat in the Metro East American Bottom. HeartLands Conservancy is enthusiastic to get working on a decades-long goal of restoring this
critical floodplain,” said HeartLands Conservancy President
and CEO Mary Vandevord.
“HeartLands Conservancy has made a meaningful impact on
the environment in our region by protecting natural areas,
enriching communities and promoting responsible development,” said Sen. Rachelle Crowe (D-Wood River). “By investing in the restoration of Brushy Lake, our state is showing its
commitment to address flood concerns and improve public
safety, enabling residents to enjoy our natural spaces.”
The GIGO Grant Program is a competitive financial assistance
grant program established to help protect Illinois' water
resources. The GIGO Program is funded through the Rebuild
Illinois Capital Plan. The funds are used to implement green
infrastructure best management practices to control stormwater runoff. Stormwater runoff causes flooding and carries
pollutants into waterways such as rivers, streams, lakes, wetlands, and groundwater.
For additional information on Illinois' Green Infrastructure
Grant Opportunities Grant Program, please visit
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/
surface-water/Pages/green-infrastructure.aspx.
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EPA Announces $100,000 Small
Business Innovation Research Award for
Cyclopure in Skokie
CHICAGO — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
recently announced $2,499,229 in awards to 24 U.S. small
businesses to develop innovative technologies that help
support EPA’s mission of protecting human health and the
environment, including $100,000 to Cyclopure, Inc. in Skokie,
Ill.
“We have the opportunity to confront our greatest environmental challenges with the strength and creativity of
American entrepreneurs,” said EPA Administrator Michael S.
Regan. “I congratulate all of the small businesses receiving
EPA funding today. I look forward to working with them to
harness the power of innovation to build a healthier, safer
and more equitable future.”
EPA is one of 11 federal agencies that participate in the
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program established by the Small Business Innovation Development Act
of 1982. The small businesses in today’s announcement are
receiving Phase I awards of up to $100,000 for six months for
“proof of concept” of their proposed technology. Companies
that successfully complete Phase I can then submit a proposal
for a Phase II award of up to $400,000 to further develop and
commercialize the technology.
The following science and technology-based small businesses
received EPA SBIR Phase I awards:
Air Quality

•
•
•

Adelphi Technology, LLC. (Bowling Green, Ky.) – A compact, portable battery-powered analytical instrument for
monitoring ultra-low concentrations of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs).
Firefly Photonics LLC (Coralville, Iowa) – A portable mid-infrared gas spectrometer to monitor VOC emissions from
concentrated animal feeding operations.
Nikira Labs Inc. (Mountain View, Calif.) – A high-selective ethylene oxide analyzer developed using open-path,
mid-infrared cavity enhanced spectrometry.

Clean & Safe Water

•
•

Faraday Technology, Inc. (Englewood, Ohio) – Electrochemical removal of contaminants of emerging concern using a
modular water reuse system.
FHNC Ltd. Co. (Fort Worth, Texas) – A point of source
sewage treatment device to remove fats, oils, and greases
from waste streams.
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•
•
•
•
•

Hyperion Analytical LLC (Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.) – An
analytical system for water treatment systems to provide
near-real-time measurement of N-nitrosamines which are a
potential human health concern.
Intelligent Optical Systems, Inc. (Torrance, Calif.) – An integrated sensor system to monitor contaminants in water.
NanoSonic, Inc. (Pembroke, Va.) – Durable hydrophobic
membranes with antifouling properties for water purification systems.
Photon Systems Inc. (Covina, Calif.) – An in-situ, reagentless sensor for continuous microbial monitoring in water
reuse treatment systems.
Pure Blue Tech Inc. (Seattle, Wash.) – A membrane integrated with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) transducers to
reduce fouling and promote efficient water reuse.

•

Triangle Environmental Health Initiative (Durham, N.C.) –
A Zero-Waste wastewater treatment system to eliminate
brine and produce three output streams for water and
energy recovery.

Homeland Security

•
•

Sonata Scientific LLC (Bethel, Conn.) – A long-lasting,
self-disinfecting antiviral surface cover for high-touch surfaces to reduce viral transmission.
Quick-Med Technologies Inc. (Gainesville, Fla.) – A longterm antimicrobial, antiviral disinfectant coating using
hydrogen peroxide as the active agent for use on frequently touched surfaces.

ed system to safely gasify construction and demolition

•
•

Land Revitalization

•
•
•

Aquagga Inc. (Juneau, Alaska) – A field-deployable hydrothermal alkaline treatment reactor for on-site disposal of
PFAS-contaminated wet wastes and brines.
Cyclopure, Inc. (Skokie, Ill.) – A novel PFAS treatment
approach to remove and destroy PFAS from contaminated
water.
Purafide, LLC (Ann Arbor, Mich.) – A novel Plasma Water
Reactor for PFAS remediation in potable reuse systems.

Sustainable Materials Management

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dunn Infinite Designs (Denver, Colo.) – A mobile, rapid
freeze-drying system to prevent food waste.
Earth Merchant (Vancouver, Wash.) – Durable, lightweight
construction bricks made from industrial hemp for architectural applications with improved thermal performance
to improve energy efficiency.
Farm to Flame Energy Inc. (Syracuse, N.Y.) – A novel combustion process that enables biomass from construction,
food processing and agricultural waste streams to be transformed into affordable, low-emission electricity.
OLIN (Philadelphia, Pa.) – Engineered approach that repurposes city-wide waste-stream glass into a soil product
suitable for urban green spaces and landscaping.
PKS Consulting, Inc. (Anchorage, Alaska) – A mobile Plastic
Ocean Waste Recycler that produces recycled plastic lumber products from locally collected plastic ocean waste.
Simonpietri Enterprises LLC (Kailua, Hawaii) – An integrat-

wood into low-greenhouse gas transportation fuel.
Transfoam LLC (Charlottesville, Va.) – An innovative
synthetic biology approach to recycle waste plastic into
biodegradable plastic.
Verdant Structural Engineers (Berkeley, Calif.) – Carbon-storing straw structural insulated panels for residential applications in the U.S. which are less toxic and
improve lifecycle impacts of building materials.

Safer Chemicals

•

NanoSonic, Inc. (Pembroke, Va.) – Clean manufacturing
process to produce environmentally friendly particles for
textile pigments and dyes.

To learn more about EPA’s SBIR Phase I winners, please visit
https://bit.ly/3e47NKE.
To learn more about EPA’s SBIR program, please visit:
www.epa.gov/sbir
To ask a question, provide feedback, or to report a problem,
visit https://bit.ly/3gO6UHz

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
MEMBERSHIP – BE THERE.

•

Members are invited to participate in monthly
meetings that take place October – May.

•

All events currently are virtual-only.

•

Meeting topics, speakers, and times can be
found online at www.chiefengineer.org.

•

Members will receive an email with event
description and registration info.

•

Membership dues are collected anually. If your
membership lapses, you will need to renew
before or at the next event you attend.
www.chiefengineer.org
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DISTRIBUTION AND
CONTROL OF
GRIGNARD PURE
AT THE NEW
AMSTERDAM THEATRE
TM

In late January 2020, the first reported

cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(COVID-19) were confirmed in the United States.1 By midMarch, New York State was overwhelmed by the effects of the
virus, and in response to the dire conditions it was facing, the
state issued an order on March 20 to close all businesses that
were deemed non-essential.2 It was quickly determined that
indoor spaces presented increased risk for transmission of
the virus, particularly spaces that would be densely occupied.
Despite identifying some modifications to existing building
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, such
as increasing the percentage of outdoor air to the occupied spaces and increasing filter efficiency of the HVAC equipment, no
combination of measures has, to date, proven sufficient to safely
reopen tightly packed indoor spaces such as live performance
theaters, concert venues and sporting events.
In early June 2020, a team of engineers, scientists, and theater
professionals was assembled by Disney Theatrical Productions
and tasked with developing a strategy for reopening such venues. The team comprised engineers from Jaros, Baum & Bolles,
scientists from Grignard Pure (GP) and The Ambient Group,
special effects designers from JFMX, and building engineers
from Penguin Mechanical. The team’s design solution centered
around the deployment of Grignard Pure, an innovative ‘airborne antimicrobial’ that, when introduced to the COVID-19
virus in the air, can inactivate more than 98 percent of the virus
in less than a minute, as reported by an internationally recognized lab. GP forms small microdroplets that float in the air and
38 | C hief E ngineer

condense on virus particles, quickly inactivating the virus and,
as such, significantly reducing the primary cause of infection.3
Having identified an aerosolized disinfectant as a promising
solution, two design challenges faced the team: how to effectively introduce the GP microdroplets into occupied spaces and how
to measure the concentration of GP in the occupied spaces and
control microdroplet production.
While the application of GP as an airborne antimicrobial was
the novel idea, GP has been used for more than 20 years as a theatrical lighting effect under a different label in Broadway shows
and live music productions. GP is generated through standard
special effect atomizer machines in large plumes of rolling haze
(Figure 1).

Fig. 1: Dispersal of Grignard Pure can be handled with conventional theatrical fog machines as are used in many venues.

The design team first had to determine whether the GP would
primarily be delivered from a centralized unit location or in-

troduced locally into each occupied zone and how introduction
would best be achieved. After careful consideration of potential
audience interruptions and the likelihood of smoke detector
complications, it became obvious that a central dispersion unit
configuration was the way to go and that the employment of an
existing HVAC system to deliver the GP microdroplets would
be the best candidate to pursue this strategy. This method would
leverage established principles of airflow distribution to help
dilute and evenly disperse the microdroplets throughout the
occupied space.

the engineering team zoned these areas out based on the air
handling unit serving the space and located SCUs for occupied
space readings. SCU locations were reviewed by the design
team for areas of high people concentration, patterns of airflow
throughout the space, and areas of low airflow or ‘dead zones’
(Figure 3). The induction points from the dispersion unit into
the primary supply airstreams were coordinated and reviewed
with the building’s operating engineers.

The law of partial pressures states that while in the volume of
an occupied space, the total pressure of the mixture of normal
room air and microdroplets will be the sum of each individual
part. In other words, by this law, we know that over time, a good
mix of the room air with GP microdroplets will result. Then
there is the Coanda effect, by which we know that microdroplet
latent air will exit the HVAC supply register and cling to the ceiling, gradually falling into the space, creating good mixing inside
the space (Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Coanda effect promotes good space mixing of GP microdroplets with
the induced room air.
Fig. 3: AHU zoning and SCU locations for orchestra seating area.

Placing the dispersion unit inside the discharge plenum of an air
handling unit (AHU) would seem the obvious, simplest method
for introducing the air treatment into the HVAC system. But
because all large-building AHUs are required by code to have a
duct-mounted smoke detector (DSD) just outside the discharge
of the unit, and the microdroplets would issue from the unit
in a thick haze and invariably trip the sensors, the design team
decided to zero in on areas in the supply ductwork downstream
of the DSD.
With the HVAC design in place and the controls schemes established, it was time for theory to meet practice. After discussions with Disney Theatrical Productions, the New Amsterdam
Theatre on Broadway was selected for a two-week proof of
concept testing location. The design team reviewed the building’s existing HVAC infrastructure and began building design
documents to identify the primary areas of focus for the study.
These were identified as the main seating auditorium, multiple
levels of balcony seating, the stage, under-stage support areas,
the orchestra pit, and various general areas of congregation.
These spaces were served by five air handling systems: AC-1,
AC-2, AC-3, AC-4 and AC-5. Once these areas were identified,

Several testing issues quickly became apparent. The HVAC
system was largely low-velocity, low-pressure ductwork, which
would dramatically reduce the cowl induction detail’s effectiveness. Limited access to the ductwork would mean compromise
on mechanical performance for ease of installation. In addition,
a large ceiling height in the main auditorium created one large
volume, with supply air distribution from only a single source at
the top of the room. This would be a tough condition to monitor, with sensors at various locations and heights, and to control.
Once initial loadout commenced in the theater, there was mixed
success with the mechanical induction of microdroplets into the
supply airstream. The cowl induction strategy relies on high velocities to create an induced suction static pressure that exceeds
the positive static pressure of the supply air duct. Given the low
velocity of the supply air, effective cowl induction could not be
achieved. For some air handling units, this was remedied by
implementing the sidestream configuration for introducing air
treatment into the airstream. For other units, there was not
(Continued on pg. 40)
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(Continued from pg. 39)

sufficient duct run to have both a tap upstream and downstream
of the atomizer (Figure 4). For these units, the entire hazing
machine was placed inside duct plenums so that testing could be
conducted in the occupied spaces.

Fig. 4: Cowl Induction configuration could not achieve required static for
induced flow in low velocity ductwork.

Once all the dispersion unit locations were finalized in the field
at the end of the second day of the installation, all spaces on each
HVAC system were able to be visibly confirmed to be carrying
GP microdroplets at a high concentration (Figure 5 and Figure
6). The large air volume of the main auditorium had an effective
air change rate of four air changes per hour. This resulted in

Fig. 5 & 6: GP microdroplets can be seen faintly in supply ductwork just
downstream of GP injection point. Lights can be seen refracting in the
Grignard Pure microdroplets in the main auditorium during testing.

changes of the air treatment concentration taking approximately
20 to 30 minutes to evenly disperse once a change in air treat40 | C hief E ngineer

ment unit output was implemented. While observing the high
concentration of visible GP microdroplets in the space, it was
noted that once at a visible level, the GP would evaporate from
the space in a noticeably quick time period of 15-20 minutes
once air treatment production was stopped.
With all dispersion units properly introducing microdroplets
in the supply airstream, the focus of testing shifted toward the
controls. Initially, the dispersion units’ output was manually
controlled by the special effects team, and the Pure SCUs were
recording and data-logging the total particle concentration
and interpolating a respective mass concentration of GP in the
measured zone. Atomizer outputs of 20 percent and 30 percent
would commonly result in readings of 0.3 to 1.0 mg/m3. Thirty
percent unit discharge limit proved to be more than enough
microdroplet air treatment in any one system. The units could
produce significantly more product output than was required.
The SCUs were then calibrated and properly zoned to the respective SMU.
Once a zone’s SCUs were all calibrated and zoned, a zone average
value could be interpolated from the various sensors. After
several days, atomizer control switched from manual manipulation by the FX team to control through the Pure system. A target
mass concentration range could be inputted, and the system
would modulate discharge from the atomizer to maintain the
average concentration in the space at that level (Figure 7). All
sensors in a zone were reporting levels of GP concentrations
within a limited range around the total zone average.
During various days of testing, target test range values varied from 0.3 mg/m3 to 2.5 mg/m3. It was established by the
GP team that a mass concentration of 1.66 mg/m3 over a
time-weighted average was the required benchmark for virus inactivation per the EPA testing. (Note: This value may be lowered
from the time of this publication.) This concentration bordered
on the slightly visible spectrum within the occupied spaces.
During testing, a close approximate conversion from total particle count to GP mass concentration was used by the Pure software. A post-experiment effort between the Ambient Group and
Grignard Pure resulted in an extremely strong correlation between the GP mass concentration measured by the TSI and the
total particle concentration measured by the SCUs (Figure 8).
This illustrates with certainty that the Pure SCUs can accurately
report the microdroplet concentration of GP in the measured
zone. With real-time tracking verified and a strong correlation
between total particle count measured by the SCUs and the total
GP mass concentration in the air, it can be reasonably accepted
that the Pure SCUs can accurately, consistently, and reliably control the GP mass concentration in occupied zones in real time.
During the two-week testing period at the New Amsterdam
Theatre, the team was sufficiently able to validate that GP microdroplets can effectively be distributed by a building’s existing

Fig. 7: Pure SCU’s record real time mass concentration and process data to
control GP output.

Fig. 8: A plot of total particles (X-axis) and measured GP mass concentration
(Y-axis) shows a very strong correlation, with a coefficient of determination
of 0.9756.

HVAC system with the modifications described here. The Pure
system management was able to record the GP microdroplet
concentration in various occupied test zones and modulate the
output at the hazing machine to maintain a target space concentration level. One unexpected outcome was that the GP microdroplets did not evaporate immediately when introduced into
the supply air or occupied spaces. There consistently remained a
slight visual air treatment in the occupied spaces at most target
concentrations. This may partially be attributed to the lighting
in the space — further evaluation would be required. The GP
microdroplets lingered in the air for enough time that the return
air filters back at the air handling unit were noticeably damp
with GP moisture. This actually is a good thing from a viral
protection perspective, as the damp filters are coated with GP,
therefore inactivating the virus in both the occupied space and
in the return airstream. The building engineers confirmed that
after a few hours of not running the atomizers, the dampness
evaporated from the filters, with no damage to the filter itself.

unit’s capacity control, specifically to be more proportionally
controllable to the required mass concentration, would be a significant improvement for controlling air treatment visibility as
well as finer control over microdroplet concentration. Another
modification to the atomizers would be to include a higher static
pressure discharge fan. Having a more robust fan would help to
resolve some limitations of where microdroplets can be introduced into the primary HVAC system supply air stream.

The team gathers in the main seating auditorium at the New Amsterdam
Theatre, discussing the zoning of the various spaces within the theater
based on the air handling units that serve them.

While the test exceeded our expectations for testing at a large
scale, the team has identified several areas of improvement
for future installations. The first improvement pertains to the
atomizers themselves. As previously stated, these units have a
tremendous capacity for generating microdroplet output, as
they are designed for producing as much haze as possible for
theatrical and other entertainment events. A refinement of the

Another improvement following the New Amsterdam testing
would be to develop a mechanical detail for GP injection that
would be effective regardless of air handling unit capacity, configuration or duct velocity. A higher static pressure supply fan
will work well into this installation detail.
In closing, through injection into a building's traditional HVAC
system, Grignard Pure’s microdroplet aerosolized airborne
antimicrobial proved to be delivered effectively, reliably and
consistently to all spaces served by the HVAC system at the New
Amsterdam Theatre. It was demonstrated that in a microdroplet
state, GP effectively behaved like a gas in its ability to distribute, dilute and disperse into occupied spaces. In real time, GP
concentration in the occupied spaces was reliably measured, and
feedback control loops were established to precisely control the
GP production levels output from the atomizer machines.
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Lowering the Costs of Using SolarPowered Electricity When It’s Not Sunny
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Solar power accounts for about 2
percent of U.S. electricity, but it could become more widespread if it were cheaper to generate this electricity and
make it readily available on cloudy days and at nighttime.
To lower those costs, Purdue University engineers are developing ways to improve how facilities called concentrated
solar power plants produce electricity. These plants provide
power at off-peak times by storing heat captured from
sunlight that is focused by thousands of mirrors onto a small
area.
Developments in this research are important steps for putting solar heat-to-electricity generation in direct cost competition with fossil fuels, which generate more than 60 percent
of electricity in the U.S.
Solar panel systems installed on farms and on rooftops are
commonly used to generate electricity from the sun and
already store energy for later use using batteries, but concentrated solar power plants can offer large-scale energy
storage at a lower cost.
“Since storing solar energy as heat is already cheaper than
storing energy via batteries, the next step is reducing the
cost of generating electricity from the sun’s heat,” said
Kenneth Sandhage, Purdue’s Reilly Professor of Materials
Engineering.
There are only 11 concentrated solar power plants in the
U.S., but the cost of producing electricity using these plants
has dropped by more than 50 percent since 2010. Purdue
researchers are working to reduce concentrated solar power
costs even further to compete with fossil fuels.
Seeking Solutions From Seawater
To make it cheaper for concentrated solar power plants to
produce electricity, the turbines of these plants need to operate at much higher temperatures. Turbines currently operate
at a peak temperature of about 1,022 degrees Fahrenheit.
By operating the turbines at 1,382 degrees Fahrenheit or
higher, a concentrated solar power plant could convert heat
energy to electricity more efficiently. This also calls for enabling low-cost storage of solar heat at higher temperatures
so that the plants can produce electricity 24 hours a day and
respond quickly to surges in electrical demand.
Concentrated solar power plants can store energy from the
sun by heating molten salts, but currently used molten nitrate salts would degrade at 1,382 degrees Fahrenheit. Sandhage and other researchers in the field have been turning to
seawater for chloride-based salts that can stay stable enough
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at higher temperatures.
But seawater-derived molten chlorides, such as magnesium
chloride-potassium chloride-bearing salts that researchers
have examined so far, degrade by oxidation in ambient air at
1,382 degrees Fahrenheit.
In a study published in Materials Today, Sandhage’s research
group predicted and demonstrated that a different sea-water-derived molten salt, a calcium chloride-sodium chloride
composition, is highly resistant to oxidation in ambient air at
1,382 degrees Fahrenheit.
Sandhage’s research group also developed a way to make
nickel corrosion-resistant so that it can better contain a
molten salt such as the calcium chloride-sodium chloride
composition.
“We have identified and demonstrated a salt that is stable
and plentiful, and we have a containment strategy for hold-

ing the salt for extended times to store the energy for use
when the sun isn’t shining,” Sandhage said.
Turning Up the Heat, One Step at a Time
To keep lowering the costs of generating electricity from
concentrated solar power plants, other steps in the electricity
generation process also need to handle higher temperatures.
One of those steps is the transfer of heat from a molten salt
to a high-pressure working fluid through devices called heat
exchangers. Upon heating, the working fluid expands and
spins the turbine for generating electricity.

scale penetration of renewable solar energy into the electricity grid,” Sandhage said. “This would mean dramatic reductions in man-made carbon dioxide emissions from electricity
production.”
Sandhage’s research group has filed patent applications
through the Purdue Research Foundation Office of Technology Commercialization for various technologies developed
to improve how concentrated solar power plants generate
electricity and store solar heat energy. The research is funded
by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Compact, cost-effective heat exchangers are typically made
of stainless-steel alloys that would become too soft for use at
1,382 degrees Fahrenheit with a high-pressure working fluid.
In 2018, Sandhage and his collaborators published a paper
in Nature revealing how heat exchangers made of a ceramic-metal composite material would be capable of withstanding the higher temperatures and pressures needed for
generating electricity more efficiently. Purdue researchers
invented this composite-based heat exchanger using materials that had been successfully tested at over 4,000 degrees
Fahrenheit in solid-fuel rocket nozzles.
Molten salt and heat exchangers that can handle the heat
are just two pieces of the puzzle. Other researchers in the
field, for example, are making improvements to receivers
— metal tubing carrying the molten salt to be heated by
sunlight — and the mirrors that concentrate sunlight.

By improving the molten salt used for low-cost heat storage at higher temperatures, researchers can help concentrated solar power plants to generate
electricity more efficiently and cheaply. (Purdue University photo/Rebecca
McElhoe)

“If you want to run the whole system hotter, you can’t have
a weak link anywhere in the chain,” Sandhage said.
And in some respects, temperatures need to be lower. Despite the advantages of the calcium chloride-sodium chloride
composition, this salt melts at higher temperatures than currently used molten nitrate salts. Sandhage’s research group
is working on tweaking the molten chloride salt composition
to melt at lower temperatures while still remaining stable at
high temperatures.
“Ultimately, continued developments will allow for large-

Kenneth Sandhage, a Purdue professor of materials engineering, is researching ways to reduce the costs of generating renewable electricity from
the sun’s heat. (Purdue University photo/Rebecca McElhoe)
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Whitest Paint Formulation May Help to
Cool Buildings
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — In an effort to curb global warming, Purdue University engineers have created the whitest
paint yet. Coating buildings with this paint may one day cool
them off enough to reduce the need for air conditioning, the
researchers say.
In October, the team created an ultra-white paint that
pushed limits on how white paint can be. Now they’ve outdone that. The newer paint not only is whiter but also can
keep surfaces cooler than the formulation that the researchers had previously demonstrated.
“If you were to use this paint to cover a roof area of about
1,000 square feet, we estimate that you could get a cooling
power of 10 kilowatts. That’s more powerful than the central
air conditioners used by most houses,” said Xiulin Ruan, a
Purdue professor of mechanical engineering.
The researchers believe that this white may be the closest equivalent of the blackest black, “Vantablack,” which
absorbs up to 99.9 percent of visible light. The new whitest
paint formulation reflects up to 98.1 percent of sunlight —
compared with the 95.5 percent of sunlight reflected by the
researchers’ previous ultra-white paint — and sends infrared
heat away from a surface at the same time.
Typical commercial white paint gets warmer rather than
cooler. Paints on the market that are designed to reject heat
reflect only 80-90 percent of sunlight and can’t make surfaces cooler than their surroundings.
The team’s research paper showing how the paint works
publishes Thursday (April 15) as the cover of the journal ACS
Applied Materials & Interfaces.
What Makes the Whitest Paint So White
Two features give the paint its extreme whiteness. One is
the paint’s very high concentration of a chemical compound
called barium sulfate, which is also used to make photo paper and cosmetics white.
“We looked at various commercial products, basically anything that’s white,” said Xiangyu Li, a postdoctoral researcher at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who worked
on this project as a Purdue Ph.D. student in Ruan’s lab. “We
found that using barium sulfate, you can theoretically make
things really, really reflective, which means that they’re really, really white.”
The second feature is that the barium sulfate particles are all
different sizes in the paint. How much each particle scatters
light depends on its size, so a wider range of particle sizes
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allows the paint to scatter more of the light spectrum from
the sun.
“A high concentration of particles that are also different
sizes gives the paint the broadest spectral scattering, which
contributes to the highest reflectance,” said Joseph Peoples,
a Purdue Ph.D. student in mechanical engineering.
There is a little bit of room to make the paint whiter, but not
much without compromising the paint.
“Although a higher particle concentration is better for making something white, you can’t increase the concentration
too much. The higher the concentration, the easier it is for
the paint to break or peel off,” Li said.
How the Whitest Paint Is Also the Coolest
The paint’s whiteness also means that the paint is the coolest
on record. Using high-accuracy temperature reading equip-

Xiulin Ruan, a Purdue University professor of mechanical engineering, holds up his lab’s sample of the whitest paint on record. (Purdue University/Jared
Pike)

ment called thermocouples, the researchers demonstrated
outdoors that the paint can keep surfaces 19 degrees Fahrenheit cooler than their ambient surroundings at night. It can
also cool surfaces 8 degrees Fahrenheit below their surroundings under strong sunlight during noon hours.
The paint's solar reflectance is so effective, it even worked
in the middle of winter. During an outdoor test with an ambient temperature of 43 degrees Fahrenheit, the paint still
managed to lower the sample temperature by 18 degrees
Fahrenheit.
This white paint is the result of six years of research building
on attempts going back to the 1970s to develop radiative
cooling paint as a feasible alternative to traditional air conditioners.
Ruan’s lab had considered more than 100 different materials,
narrowed them down to 10, and tested about 50 different
formulations for each material. Their previous ultra-white
paint was a formulation made of calcium carbonate, an

earth-abundant compound commonly found in rocks and
seashells.
The researchers showed in their study that like commercial
paint, their barium sulfate-based paint can potentially handle outdoor conditions. The technique that the researchers
used to create the paint also is compatible with the commercial paint fabrication process.
Patent applications for this paint formulation have been
filed through the Purdue Research Foundation Office of
Technology Commercialization. This research was supported by the Cooling Technologies Research Center at Purdue
University and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
through the Defense University Research Instrumentation
Program (Grant No.427 FA9550-17-1-0368). The research was
performed at Purdue’s FLEX Lab and Ray W. Herrick Laboratories and the Birck Nanotechnology Center of Purdue’s
Discovery Park.
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When hail damaged the roof at Urban Ventures Leadership Foundation in Minneapolis, Central Roofing worked directly with the insurance company to
negotiate for full financial compensation. As a result, the new roof cost the foundation only $1,500.

Central Roofing Saves Urban Ventures
$679,043
MINNEAPOLIS, MN — When hail severely damaged the roof
over classrooms and the gym at Urban Ventures, the team at
Central Roofing stepped in to help. They successfully negotiated with the non-profit’s insurance company for a settlement. As a result, Urban Ventures received a new roof system
that would normally cost more than $679,000 for just the
cost of their insurance deductible — $1,500.
“Central Roofing worked directly with our insurance carrier
to ensure we got everything required to receive full financial compensation for the new roof system,” says Matthew
von Ende, general manager of Urban Ventures Leadership
Foundation, based in Minneapolis. “They did an excellent
job walking both us and the insurance adjuster through the
hail damage to our roof. Trent Cook and his team were able
to identify damages that we had not noticed. It’s clear that
the Central Roofing team has the right level of expertise to
support our organization.”
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Seeking Insurance Compensation
Back in 2007 when the sprawling Urban Ventures facility
was constructed, Central Roofing installed donated roofing
products atop the 61,795 square feet of the structures that
house classrooms, offices, a gym and other activity areas.
The building, named the Colin Powell Center, contains both
Cristo Rey Jesuit High School and Urban Ventures.
Starting in 2013, Central Roofing was hired by Urban Ventures to begin yearly service on the roofs. Five years later
their investment in preventative maintenance had some
surprising results.
“In 2017 I noticed unusual cracking/splitting in the membrane on the original roof,” says Trent Cook, project manager/service sales representative with Central Roofing
Company. “Working with the product manufacturer it was

News

determined that hail severely damaged the entire roof system.”
After recommending that Urban Ventures get their insurance
company involved, Cook began working to get them compensation. Eight months later it paid off. Cook had convinced
the insurance company to provide a new, mechanically-fastened Firestone 75 mil reinforced EPDM roof system for the
facility with HailGard™ composite board.
“We believe this is a higher-performing roof system that will
serve the organization well for the next 20 years,” says Cook.
“All Urban Ventures had to do was pay their small deductible
and they received a brand-new roof!”
New Insulation Helps Reduce Energy Bills
With the insurance settlement approved, the Central Roofing team got to work. In 2019 they removed the previously
damaged roof. Before adding the new roof, the commercial
roofing crew installed a significant amount of new insulation.
By adding a layer of 2.5-inch polyisocyanurate insulation,
plus a layer of .5-inch high density polyisocyanurate cover
board to the existing cover board insulation, Central Roofing
was able to bring the combined R Value up to 31.28 for the
facility. The upgraded insulation costs were covered as part of
the insurance claim.
“We believe the added insulation will help cut down the
heating and cooling costs of the building dramatically,” says
Cook. “As a bonus, the high-density cover board allows for
future solar panel installations without voiding the warranty.”
Installing a Better Roofing System
With the insulation in place, the Central Roofing team moved
forward with installation of a mechanically-fastened Firestone EPDM 75 mil reinforced membrane. They also fabricated
and installed new sheet metal flashings and new scuppers.
“For our big reroof project, Trent was on site constantly,”
says von Ende. “He made sure materials were delivered and
stored in an efficient manner, that our project adhered to the
schedule and that I was informed every step of the way. This
allowed me to keep our building occupants up-to-date with
the timeline and to manage expectations efficiently.”
As the job concluded in late 2019, scaffolding and cranes
were removed from the site. The result was a new, dependable roof with a 20-year warranty.
“Central Roofing did a very solid job from beginning to end
of this project,” says von Ende. “It makes sense to us to commit the budgetary resources for the ongoing preventative
maintenance program. The expertise Central Roofing brings
to our facility has helped protect our structures and save us
money.”
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Motion Announces Director of
Corporate Development
Birmingham, Ala. — Motion Industries, Inc., a leading distributor of maintenance, repair and operation replacement
parts, and a premier provider of industrial technology solutions, is pleased to announce that Jim May was promoted to
Director of Corporate Development, effective April 1.
Mr. May joined Motion in August 2020 as Director of Strategic Planning and Development to advance the Company’s
corporate strategic planning, provide economic, industry
and competitor analyses, and support deal-side acquisition
execution and integration processes. In his new role, he will
continue his involvement in Motion’s strategic planning but
will take on direct responsibility for advancing the Company’s
acquisition strategy and processes. Mr. May will continue to
report directly to Greg Cook, Motion Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer.
“Since joining Motion last August, Jim has quickly displayed
his financial, strategic, acquisition and relational acumen,”
said Mr. Cook. “In his new, expanded role, Jim will now
have front-line responsibility for building relationships with
potential acquisition targets, and will be the outward-facing
point person for our acquisition pipeline. His wide-ranging
strategy, corporate development and financial experience
within the industrial and manufacturing sectors, as well as
his highly relational approach, uniquely position him to lead
Motion’s corporate development efforts and to help achieve
our Company Vision.”
Before joining Motion last year, Mr. May built 20 years of
corporate development experience, including positions with
Diebold Nixdorf and most recently Chart Industries, a mid-cap
multinational public company, where he led global strategic
planning and merger and acquisition (M&A) functions. He
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from the University of Akron.
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Jim May

CHIEF ENGINEER MEMBER INFO AND REMINDERS
Here are a few things to keep in mind about your membership and Chief Engineer events.
•

Members are invited to monthly meetings that take place once a month October – May

•

Events are currently all virtual

•

Meeting topics, speakers, and times can be found online at www.chiefengineer.org

•

A flyer will also be emailed out with relevant information and a meeting registration link

•

Membership dues are good for one year. If not renewed, your membership becomes Inactive
and you will need to renew before or upon entering events

New Normal?
We believe a healthy and safe
environment is the only normal.

F.E. Moran helps clients
implement proven plans to
protect their people and
property, optimize system
performance, and create
efﬁciencies that save money.
We save lives,
protect property,
and create healthy
environments.

F.E. Moran Fire Protection
(847) 498-4870
F.E. Moran Mechanical Services
(847) 291-9101
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Williams Advanced Engineering Partners
With Fortescue to Develop Battery
Electric Haul Truck
Williams Advanced Engineering (WAE) and Fortescue Metals
Group recently announced an agreement to design, build,
test and integrate a battery system to power an electric mining haul truck.
The project will involve the design and construction of a
bespoke battery electric powertrain with the ability to regenerate power as the truck travels downhill. The battery will
be built at WAE’s facility in Grove, Oxfordshire, UK before
being shipped to Perth, Australia, for integration into a
240-metric-ton prototype haul truck for performance testing
at Fortescue’s mining operations in the Pilbara, Western
Australia.
To support the full implementation of a battery-electric haulage fleet, the project will also involve the development of a
fast charging unit which will harness renewable energy from
Fortescue’s Pilbara Energy Connect network.
For the project, WAE will be drawing on its high-performance battery expertise, which lies at the core of the
business, covering the Automotive, Motorsport, Marine, and
Aerospace sectors. The company was the original supplier of
batteries to the entire grid of FIA Formula E World Championship cars in 2014, a relationship that has been revived for
2022-23 season.
“We are delighted to be working with Fortescue on this
pioneering project that will help enable their future decarbonization strategy, contributing to a reduction of carbon
emissions in the heavy-duty mining sector,” Craig Wilson,
Managing Director, Williams Advanced Engineering said.
“High-performance battery systems are at the core of WAE.
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Williams Advanced Engineering and Fortescue Metals Group are collaborating on a new haul truck for use in mining to include a battery electric
powertrain.

Both companies have a shared culture for innovation and
rapid response, and are committed to creating a sustainable
future.’’
“Climate change is one of the most pressing issues facing the
planet and Fortescue is committed to tackling this challenge
head on through our industry leading target to achieve net
zero operational emissions by 2040,” Fortescue Chief Executive Officer Elizabeth Gaines said. “This includes a 26-percent reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions from existing
operations from 2020 levels by 2030. With around a quarter
of these emissions attributed to our mobile haul fleet, this
represents a significant opportunity to drive our pathway
to being diesel free. Fortescue’s history of developing and
adopting innovation and technology has been key to the
success of our business and in partnership with Williams Advanced Engineering, we look forward to applying this technology-first strategy to our emissions reduction pathway.”

BEST 5.0: The Building Efficiency
System Tool™ Upgraded
The Hydronic Industry Alliance-Commercial (HIA-C) and Taco
Comfort Solutions have built on the foundation of their commercial building HVAC system efficiency comparison tool.
Enhancements stem from more than two years of additional
input from engineers, contractors and building owners —
resulting in a substantially upgraded, interactive Building
Efficiency System Tool™ (BEST).
When it was introduced several years ago, BEST solved a
long-standing industry need for accurate comparisons of
different styles of HVAC systems, all tested to different
standards, many with differing efficiency ratings (EER, IEER,
SEER, COP, HSPF) as they are applied to actual, real-world
buildings.
BEST 5.0 allows designers to easily comply with ASHRAE 209
Early Box Modeling requirements with the inclusion of real
cost, budget, and comparative energy efficiency predictions.
This results in better decision-making information for builders, engineers and design-build professionals when faced
with selection options for HVAC systems.

data for domestic water heating systems. New benefits also
include per-square-foot energy load based on building occupancy, profile, and cost of energy — through local utilities —
with forecasting of cost increases. The new software is easier
to use yet still has the capability to be customized for each
energy source (water, air or refrigerant), efficiency and labor.
“BEST is unique in that it accounts for the performance of
HVAC systems in the real world, and not just laboratory test
conditions,” said Mark Chaffee of Taco Comfort Systems. “It
uses this information to compare systems at the early stages
of a project with limited information. Most legacy energy
modeling software requires detailed input about building
construction and systems to arrive at any output. BEST does
this quickly and easily.”
The Building Efficiency System Tool™ (BEST) is available for
free download at www.TacoComfort.com.

BEST 5.0 now incorporates the consumption and energy

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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Techni-Tool Unveils New Ecommerce
Platform
MOORPARK, Calif. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Techni-Tool, a
division of TestEquity and the industry’s largest solder and
electronics production distributor, recently announced the
relaunch of its website. The new Techni-Tool.com features
modern ecommerce capabilities, a new mobile-friendly
design, improved search functionality, sophisticated order
tracking, and more than 10,000 new products were added
and in stock.
Techni-Tool supports electronic production managers by
providing the widest range of in stock electronic production
supplies, including ESD offerings, chemicals and benches.
Created with the user experience in mind, the site includes
many new features to help users quickly and easily navigate the site and find the products they need. In addition,
the new search and navigation is more intuitive. Specifically, making it easier to learn and locate valuable product
information across many applications. The order tracking
functionality was also improved to create a more valuable,
user-centric resource for customers.
“We are always looking for ways to improve the customer
experience by investing in key areas of our business,” said
Steve Newland, CEO of TestEquity. “We recognized that
Techni-Tool needed a platform that lives up to its industry-leading selection of electronic production supplies. We’re
thrilled to offer customers a more modern and convenient
experience that also aligns with our company vision for
growth and expansion.”
“After months of hard work and dedication, we are excited
to officially announce the launch of this new site that provides a better user experience and access to more products,”
said Jeff Hileman, Director of eCommerce at TestEquity. “Our
goal with this new site was to make the new website faster,
easier to navigate, and more user-friendly with a clean design.”

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.

Newly revamped Techni-Tool.com features thousands of new products and
improved functionality.

The electronic production industry is invited to visit the new
Techni-Tool.com. To learn more about available solder and
electronic production supplies, visit:
https://www.techni-tool.com.

Improve Electrical Performance & Reliability

RECONDITION
INSTEAD OF REPLACE

AND SAVE

Make old troublesome electrical equipment
like new again
Extend the life of workhorses they just don’t
make anymore
World’s largest inventory of new and
reconditioned breakers, controls, switches,
relays, switchgear and more
Immediate Delivery / Emergency Service

SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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Contact Jeff Bell today.

630-488-1790 | JBell@CBSales.com

circuitbreaker.com

The Tellabs 1000 MSAP’s New VDSL2
6+6B Plug-in Card Underscores
Continued R&D Investment
CARROLLTON, Texas (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Tellabs, the
leader in broadband access solutions for global telecommunications service providers, announces the Tellabs® 1000
Multiservice Access Platform (MSAP) Feature Package 17.0.8
(FP17.0.8), with its new Tellabs® VDSL2 6+6B plug-in card,
have successfully completed its first office application deployment, are commercially available and shipping in quantities.
The purpose of the modernized Tellabs 1000 VDSL2 6+6B
card is to help network operators:
• Leverage Existing Tellabs 1000 MSAP – Deploy rapidly,
utilizing embedded base, to meet funding requirements
and market needs by capitalizing on using existing copper
plant.
• Expand Services Areas – Serve more subscribers with greater bandwidth while economically serving higher speed
connectivity to both residential and business customers.
• Provide More Premium Services – Deliver faster speeds to
improve customer satisfaction and retention. Plus, increase
premium service rates to generate more revenue.
• Streamline Broadband Delivery – Our broadband service
providers customers benefit from the better economics
of operationalizing one card that does all modes of DSL
technology.
The new Tellabs 1000 VDSL2 6+6B card features include:
• Single card for all ADSL2+ and VDSL2 functions (VDSL2,
VDSL2 bonding, ADSL2+, ADSL2+ bonding, ADSL2+ PTM
and ADSL2)
• Mix and match services on the same card, such as bonded
and non-bonded lines
• Six ports of integrated DSL data and POTS voice connectivity
• Ability to deliver high-speed DSL speeds up to 100Mb/s
• Provisioning via either Craft User Interface (CUI) and
Tellabs® Panorama™ Element Management System (EMS)

The Tellabs® 1000 Multiservice Access Platform (MSAP), the industry’s only
fiber-fed IP-enabled digital loop carrier, adds a new VDSL2 6+6B plug-in
card for telco network modernizations.

“The Tellabs 1000 MSAP, with its updated VDSL2 6+6B card,
is the best choice for network modernization for our longstanding telco service provider customers. The renewed
VDSL2 6+6B card enables them to economically leverage
existing operationalized access network infrastructure to
better deliver broadband connectivity to their un-served and
under-served residential and business customers,” said Mike
Kavanagh, Tellabs Vice-President Telco Sales.
For more details about the Tellabs 1000 MSAP VDSL2 6+6B
card, we invite you to access our online data sheet at
www.tellabs.com/product/vdsl2-6-6b

Powerassured.com • 24/7/365 • 844-LHPOWER
Generators • Transfer Switches • Fire Pumps
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ROHM’s Wi-SUN FAN Module
Solution: Empowering the Infrastructure
of Smart Cities
SANTA CLARA, CA and KYOTO, Japan (GLOBE NEWSWIRE)
— ROHM Semiconductor today announced its new BP35C5
Wi-SUN FAN (Field Area Network) compatible module solution capable of connecting with up to 1000 nodes in mesh
networks for infrastructure applications. Wi-SUN FAN, the
latest Wi-SUN international wireless communication standard, eliminates the communication costs associated with
conventional LPWA. At the same time, Wi-SUN ensures superior reliability through multi-hop networks that automatically switch destinations after performing signal verification.
As such, this communication technology is expected to see
widespread use in large-scale mesh networks for smart cities
and smart grids.
In recent years, wireless technologies such as LPWA have
been increasingly adopted in social infrastructure applications to configure large-scale area outdoor networks. However, conventional LPWA protocols (e.g., Sigfox, LoRaWAN,
NB-IoT) are vulnerable to changes in the surrounding
environment (i.e., new building creation), making them susceptible to problems that include decreased communication
speeds, as well as communication failures.
In response, ROHM’s new Wi-SUN FAN solution utilizes an
in-house developed ultra-small (15.0mm × 19.0mm) BP35C5
Wi-SUN FAN compatible wireless communication module.
This solution is capable of connecting with up to 1,000 devices (e.g., traffic signals and streetlights), enabling the configuration of a remote wireless management system covering
an entire city. The BP35C5 also includes the necessary security
functions for carrying out secure communication, without
the need for complicated control. Certifications acquired
under the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) and
ARIB (Association of Radio Industries and Business) allow for
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immediate use both in the U.S. and Japan. Other countries
and regions will be supported in the near future.
The BP35C5 solution evaluation board (BP35C5-T01) is available for purchase now through online distributors Digi-Key
and Mouser.
What is Wi-SUN FAN?
Wi-SUN FAN (Wireless Smart Utility Network for Field Area
Network profile), the latest protocol under the Wi-SUN international communication standard with over 95 million units
shipped worldwide, is expected to see broad adoption as a
network technology for achieving an IoT society by providing
superior reliability in a variety of systems used to construct
smart cities and smart grids, including infrastructure and

advanced transportation systems as well as electricity, gas,
and water meters.
Whereas conventional LPWA standards support only startype networks, Wi-SUN FAN enables the configuration of
mesh networks capable of performing multi-hop transmission between relays while allowing for remote management
of terminal-mounted applications via bidirectional communication between relays and terminals. This makes it possible
to automatically optimize the hop route between relays
– even in the event of communication failure due to newly
constructed buildings or other surrounding obstacles – ensuring stable communication with higher reliability than other
communication standards. Unlike other LPWA standards that
incur communication costs for each terminal, Wi-SUN FAN
can be operated at little to no cost.
BP35C5 (15.0 × 19.0 × 2.6 mm)
Wireless communication module equipped with Wi-SUN FAN
(version 1.0) compatible communication software1 on wireless IC made by Lapis Technology (same-size package as the
existing BP35C0-J11)
• 920MHz wireless communication function
• Pre-adjusted wireless transmission power
• Antenna diversity compatible
• Certified by the Wi-SUN Alliance
• Certified for use in the U.S. (FCC) and Japan (ARIB)

BP35C5-T01 (35.0 × 50.0 × 14.0 mm)
Evaluation board with antenna connector (SMA) integrating
the BP35C5 (same form factor as the BP35C0-J11-T01)
• BP35C5 built in
• Supports connection with the BP359C
• Includes two SMA connectors for antenna connection
1
This communication software was developed using the intellectual property rights and copyrights of Kyoto University.

Supporting Materials
The following materials necessary for configuring a Wi-SUN
FAN environment using the BP35C5 and BP35C5-T01 are
available on ROHM’s website:
• Datasheets
• User Guides
• Sample Programs
For more information, visit the BP35C5 documentation page
of ROHM’s website.
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PolyPhaser Adds New Low PIM RF
Surge Protector with Same-Day Shipping
IRVINE, Calif. — PolyPhaser, an Infinite Electronics brand and
an industry-leading provider of RF and data surge protection,
filtering and grounding solutions, has introduced a new RF
surge protector ideal for CBRS network operators, cellular,
DAS and LMR applications, available for same-day shipping.
Designed to protect outdoor radio and antenna installations,
PolyPhaser’s low PIM RF surge protector is used to safeguard
sensitive outdoor equipment passing through the 555 MHz
to 4 GHz frequency range, while suppressing lightning and
other high energy electrical transient events.

•
•

Excellent low PIM performance of -160 dBc
Very low let-through Energy

For details and more information, visit polyphaser.com.

“This new extended range RF protector provides a high
performance, low let-through energy solution for our customers to maximize the reliability of their CBRS and cellular
links and operate through potentially damaging lightning
storms,” said Dan Rebeck, Product Line Manager.
Features include:
• Reliable broadband performance from 555 MHz to 4 GHz
• Male/Female 4.3-10 in to 4.13-10 out connection
• Maximum power handling of 200 Watts
• DC block topology
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PolyPhaser’s low PIM RF surge protector is designed to protect outdoor
radio and antenna installations, and is ideal for CBRS network operators,
cellular, DAS and LMR applications.

Fujitsu Expands Heat Recovery
Capability With New Refrigerant Branch
Units
Fujitsu General America has introduced two larger Refrigerant Branch Units (RBU) to simplify installations and to expand
the heat recovery capability of their VR-II Series Airstage VRF
systems.
The new RBUs, which manage simultaneous heating and
cooling in heat recovery systems, can serve between eight
and 12 zones. Previously, only four zones could be served by a
single RBU.
This advancement permits engineers, architects and installers
to use fewer RBUs and also expands the flexibility of heat recovery systems — providing the opportunity to share thermal
energy across more zones.

Fujitsu’s new Refrigerator Branch Units can serve from eight to 12 zones.

Flexible piping arrangements and compact size allow the new
RBUs to accommodate a variety of floor plans, elevations and
design changes. The RBUs require no drain pan. A two-way
outdoor piping option provides greater flexibility for indoor
unit connections. Maintenance tasks are easily performed
even with minimal clearances, an advantage that comes from
a front panel that hooks to the unit for easy internal access.
For more information, please visit www.FujitsuGeneral.com
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KP Performance Antennas Releases
New Toolless, Weatherproof ProLine
Parabolic Adapters
IRVINE, Calif. — KP Performance Antennas, an Infinite
Electronics brand and a manufacturer of wireless network
antennas, just unveiled new ProLine quick-connect parabolic antennas that are in-stock and available with same-day
shipping.
KP’s new ProLine parabolic adapters support all popular
Cambium, Ubiquiti, Mimosa and connectorized radios. These
adapters have a push-in feature that allows for simplified
installation with patented, quick-connect waveguide technology to the antenna. They also boast a durable housing
to snap in the radio without any additional cables or taping.
The weatherproof adapters are built to withstand challeng-

ing environments subject to intense UV, rain, snow and ice,
and are highly reliable over a longer product lifetime.
These new ProLine parabolic adapters are designed to be
used in conjunction with the KP ProLine 1- and 2-foot parabolic antennas to reduce interference and improve signal
strength in your point-to-point link. They have adjustable
horizontal/vertical or ±45° slant polarization and are compatible with popular 5GHz CPE radios from Cambium, Ubiquiti
and Mimosa.
“Not only are our new parabolic adapters weatherproof,
they also simplify installation with patent-pending quick-connect waveguide technology, and used in conjunction with
our parabolic antennas, they can reduce interference and
improve signal strength,” said Justin Pollock, Product Line
Manager.
KP’s new ProLine parabolic adapters are in stock and can be
ordered directly from the KP Performance Antennas website
or any of KP’s authorized distributors.
For inquiries, please call 1-855-276-5772.

KP Performance Antenna’s new parabolic adapter kits are specially designed
for cambium, ubiquiti and connectorized radios
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New Coaxial Packaged Voltage
Controlled Oscillators (VCO) Cover
Broad Frequency Bands
IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and
a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave
products, has just launched a new series of Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO) designed to address a wide range of
Electronic Warfare, ECM, VSAT, SATCOM, radar, and test and
measurement applications.
Pasternack’s 15 new coaxial packaged, Voltage Controlled
Oscillators (VCOs) cover broad frequency bands and exhibit
excellent phase noise, tuning linearity and harmonic suppression performance. These VCOs are a useful signal source in
phase locked loop circuits, function generators, and frequency synthesizers, and are ideal for test and measurement, and
signal conversion applications in transceiver circuits. VCOs
generate their own output signal level and allow designers
to adjust the tuning voltage, which varies the output signal
Pasternack’s new line of Voltage Controlled Oscillators is designed for a
broad range of applications.

oscillation frequency to get a desired signal level across a
specific frequency band.

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:
All corrosion, paint, coating and
material selection processes
Owner-centric project management
and oversight

These new VCOs feature broad frequency bands ranging
from 230 MHz to 5420 MHz, output power ranging from
0 dBm to +9 dBm, exceptional phase noise performance as
low as -110 dBc/Hz at 10 KHz offset, and internal voltage
regulation and reverse DC protection. The rugged MILgrade aluminum, compact coaxial package designs are ideal
for test equipment and satellite communications and are
designed to meet a series of environmental conditions for
altitude, vibration, humidity and shock.
“Our new series of coaxial packaged Voltage Controlled
Oscillators complement our existing VCO product portfolio
by adding the ability to address broader frequency ranges
many designers require. Furthermore, these new VOCs are
ideal for prototype and proof of concept applications,” said
Tim Galla, Product Line Manager.
Pasternack’s new broadband Voltage Controlled Oscillators
(VCOs) are in stock and available for same-day shipping.

Call to ﬁnd out more.
847.423.2167

For inquiries, Pasternack can be contacted at
+1-949-261-1920.

www.chicagocorrosiongroup.com
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Marley Introduces New Custom Cabinet
Heater with SmartSeries® Plus Controls
BENNETTSVILLE, S.C. — Marley Engineered Products, a
leader in high-performance, reliable heating and ventilation
equipment for buildings, introduces the CU900 Series Custom
Cabinet Unit Heater, which delivers supplemental comfort
heat in a contemporary design to match modern and future
architect specifications. The unit is operated by the new
SmartSeries® Plus, a digital touchscreen control capable of
running a fully programmable internal schedule as well as
connecting to a BACnet Building Management System.
“The Marley Cabinet Unit Heater offers 16 air inlet/outlet
combinations that are all field-changeable for wall or ceiling
placement, is easy to install and maintain, and features a
robust design,” said Kyle Jason, product manager for Marley
Engineered Products. “The unit is ideal for a variety of spaces
requiring supplemental heat including school hallways,
church vestibules, transportation terminals, stairwells, entrances, lobbies, mechanical rooms and more.”
Offered by QMark, the CU900 Series Cabinet Unit Heater features a standard stamped grille with optional ducted grilles
and a hinged front panel for one-person maintenance on
ceiling applications. A front cover interlock de-energizes the
unit when the front cover is removed for added safety. A disposable air filter is mounted in the inlet air stream or choose
an optional permanent and washable aluminum filter.
Featuring a robust design, the cabinet is constructed of
heavy 16-gauge cold-rolled steel to provide strength and
finished with a polyester powder coating for corrosion resistance. Motors are mounted with automatic thermal overload
protection and motor fuse protection is provided on all heaters to meet safety requirements.
“Each unit comes standard with two thermal safety cutouts
to automatically shut off and protect the heater in the event
of overheating,” said Jason. “The unit will reactivate when
operation temperature returns to normal.”
The Custom Cabinet Unit Heater offers a temperature range
of 50 to 100 degrees F. It is available in white, beige, charcoal
gray, aluminum, statuary bronze, desert tan or gloss black.
Custom colors are available upon request.
Smarter Controls
The SmartSeries Plus intelligent controller comes ready to
connect to a Building Management System using BACnet MS/
TP protocol with just a few presses on the digital touchscreen
and a simple 2 wire connection. The SmartSeries contains
two scheduling modes — a Setpoint Mode for heat only and
a Dual Setpoint Mode for heating and cooling.
“The SmartSeries allows users to run the heater only when
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CU900 Series Custom Cabinet Unit Heater is operated by a SmartSeries Plus
intelligent controller that can be fully programmed with an internal schedule, and can connect to a BACnet Building Management System.

directed by the internal schedule of the BMS,” said Jason.
“Use of the BMS also saves facility manager time and reduces
personnel costs by eliminating the need to travel to the
heater site. “And, if a BMS is not available, the user can
simply use the built-in seven-day programmable scheduling
feature.”
Added SmartSeries controls include an occupancy setting
to quickly schedule multiple periods per day at a desired
temperature for operation when occupants are expected in
a space. Other features include a lockable keypad to protect the unit from unauthorized access or tampering and a
temperature override that allows users to set a temperature
above programmed setpoints for up to four hours in an
unoccupied state.
To learn more about the CU900 Series Custom Cabinet Unit
Heater and SmartSeries Plus controller, visit
http://www.marleymep.com or locate the nearest Marley
Engineered Products sales rep at
http://www.marleymep.com/en/berko/where-to-buy/.

Armstrong Unveils New Line of Outdoor
Pumps With Permanent Magnet Motors
up to 10hp
Armstrong Fluid Technology has announced that Design
Envelope pumps with Permanent Magnet motors are now
available NEMA 4X/IP66 rated, for outdoor installation.
Featuring advanced performance mapping technology and
load-limiting logic, the new pumps reduce energy consumption by as much as 30 percent compared to pumps supplied
with a loose variable speed drive. Together with new more
efficient pump hydraulics, the new 1 to 10hp pumps can save
an additional 20 percent compared to competing integrated
products with induction motors.

“The conventional approach to rooftop and outdoor pumps
is to install VFDs in a central, outdoor-rated control panel,
separate from the pumps. This adds unnecessary costs and requires a larger footprint” said Zeljko Terzic, Global Offering
Manager, Pumps. “Our new Design Envelope pumps feature
integrated controls for a reduced footprint and substantially
reduced installation costs.”
For more information visit
www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com.

Other features of the new Design Envelope outdoor pumps
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Cover to protect touchscreen user interface from dirt and
sunlight
Overhead weather shield protects motor fan from ice
seizures
Factory-tested NEMA 4X rated controls are TL-approved
Available Parallel Sensorless control provides additional
energy savings through best-efficiency staging
Available Pump Manager service provides pump performance tracking along with alerts, alarms and data storage

Armstrong’s new line of Design Envelope pumps are now available NEMA
4X/IP66 rated, for installation outdoors.
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ASHRAE Virtual Annual Conference
June 28-30, 2021
The 2021 Annual Conference originally scheduled to be held
June 26-30, 2021 in Phoenix, Ariz., is now going to be held
online in a virtual format. The conference will include a mixture of live and on-demand technical and interactive sessions
that will take place Monday, June 28-30, 2021.
“Our world has experienced fundamental change in the
wake of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The HVAC community continues to respond addressing challenges in how we
design, build, and operate buildings.” Christine Reinders,
2021 Conference Chair, said. “We continue to evolve, adapt,
and innovate, confronting these challenges head on. The
2021 Virtual Annual conference will focus on critical environments, hot climates, and future proofing. The technical
program, including the research summit and professional
development, fosters sharing of knowledge to allow us all to
serve our communities and solve society’s greatest challenges.”
The 2021 ASHRAE Annual Conference technical program
comprises seven tracks, selected to represent areas of focus
common among ASHRAE membership:
Fundamentals and Applications: Fundamentals are the
foundation for understanding applications in engineering.
Key components of ASHRAE fundamentals include thermodynamics, psychometrics, fluid and mass flow. This track provides opportunities for papers and presentations of varying
levels across a large topic base. Concepts, design elements
and shared experiences for theoretical and applied concepts
of HVAC&R design are included.
HVAC&R Systems and Equipment: HVAC&R Systems and
Equipment are constantly evolving to address the changing
requirements of the built environment. Papers and programs in this track will focus on the development of new
systems and equipment, improvements to existing systems
and equipment and the proper application and operation of
systems and equipment.
Research Summit: Active research, and the exchange of
those research findings, are critical to the development of
our HVAC&R industry and built environment. The 8th annual
research summit invites researchers to share those results,
including ASHRAE-sponsored research and research of interest to the ASHRAE community. Researchers are invited to
present papers, extended abstracts, seminars, forums or participate in panel discussions. The Research Summit includes
a partnership with ASHRAE's archival journal, Science and
Technology for the Built Environment.
Professional Development: As members of a professional
organization, we not only participate for the great value of
technical exchange, but also the interpersonal exchange. We
recognize that the single greatest strength of our organization is its membership. This track is designed to allow those
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professionals an opportunity to develop in the areas of
presentation skills, leadership, team-building, understanding
various business operations, interpersonal skills, etc. In short,
the Professional Development Track will cover all aspects of
business outside of engineering/technical applications and
lends itself to interactive session types such as workshops and
forums.
Design, Control, and Operation of Critical Environments:
Critical environments often present design, control, and
operation challenges that require innovation, attention to
detail, and a thorough understanding of the intended operational parameters. This track includes innovative designs and
strategies that adapt to the standards and special requirements presented by healthcare, cleanrooms, data centers,
laboratories, isolation rooms, and pharmacies. Papers and
presentations will also address how controls systems, smart
building technologies, and security systems and other
technologies are adapting to the emerging needs of critical
environments.
HVAC&R for Indoor Plants & Animals: This track addresses
HVAC&R systems design for controlled environments that
host plants & animals. Papers and programs in this track will
present the challenges and opportunities associated with
energy and water utilization for indoor growing spaces,
including standards and regulations that guide the design of
plant & animal habitats. Environmental parameters for indoor agriculture, including controlling temperature, humidity, air movement, air quality will be covered. This track will
also address reducing consumption of energy & water and
compare how crop types and animal species impact HVAC
analysis and design.
Future Proofing - Renewable, Regenerative, and Resilient:
The HVAC&R industry faces many challenges including
climate change, pandemics, natural disasters, catastrophic
accidents, and terrorism. Rising to meet these challenges are
a host of technologies and strategies, including grid-enabled
buildings, demand response, decarbonization, resiliency,
zero energy design, energy-efficiency and renewable energy
systems. This track invites papers, abstracts, seminars and
forums that highlight the innovative technologies and strategies that are reimagining our relationship with the built
environment now and into the future.
For more information or to register, visit
www.ashrae.org/conferences/2021-annual-conferencephoenix

POWER SYSTEMS
SOLUTIONS

•

Altorfer is the only authorized Caterpillar Dealer in the greater
Chicagoland area.

•

Altorfer has the largest number of Emergency Power Generation
Technicians serving Southeastern Iowa, Northwestern Missouri,
Northern Illinois and Northwestern Indiana.

•

Altorfer dispatches technicians from 5 locations - 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, 365 days a year.

•

Altorfer Technicians are factory-trained and qualified to service all
major brands of equipment.

•

Altorfer offers custom preventative maintenance agreements for
Engines, Generators, ATS, Switchgear, UPS, and Battery systems
including Resistive and Reactive Load Bank Testing.

•

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com

Altorfer Power Rental has a fleet of more than 125 generators and is
part of the largest rental network in the country.

SAME DAY EMERGENCY SERVICE CALL 877-891-4181

Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE and UN Environment
Programme Launch Three-Year
Workplan
ATLANTA — ASHRAE and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) have announced the launch of their
2021-23 workplan. The workplan’s theme is “Refrigeration
Management for Developing Economies” and was signed
by Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E., 2020-21 ASHRAE President,
and James S. Curlin, Acting Head of UNEP OzonAction Programme.

ships with other organizations and associations.”

In 2007, ASHRAE and UNEP OzonAction signed an agreement
aimed at promoting the adoption of state-of-art technologies and practices in developing countries, that avoid the use
of ozone depleting substances and promote the deployment
of lower global warming potential (Lower-GWP) refrigerants.
The two global organizations also worked to offer tools and
knowledge to help in eliminating emissions of refrigerants
while servicing refrigeration and air conditioning applications. Both parties renewed their commitment of the continuing strategic partnership through a new umbrella MOU
signed in 2019, replacing the original 2007 agreement. This is
the fifth joint workplan.

To view the complete work plan, please visit the ASHRAE
UNEP Portal at
www.ashrae.org/professional-development/
ashrae-unep-portal.

The theme of the workplan recognizes the important role
that refrigeration and air conditioning play in developing
countries both in terms of societal benefits, ranging from
protecting the food supply and vaccine storage to cooling for
increased comfort and productivity, as well as environmental
goals, including compliance with international commitments.
The workplan emphasizes the deployment of all ASHRAE-UNEP developed tools and programs, to make them reachable
and accessible to different stakeholders in developing countries.
“One of the most important elements of ASHRAE’s work plan
with UNEP is our collective ability to contribute meaningful
resources to the critically important challenge of shifting to
the use of refrigerants with lower global warming potential,” said Gulledge “We are delighted to continue our work
with UNEP as we share knowledge and expertise to prioritizing the adoption of energy efficient solutions that lessen the
impact of ozone depletion.”
“By offering a suite of state-of-art products and services,
UNEP OzonAction and ASHRAE are helping to connect industry and policy-makers in developing countries to enhance
environmental performance in the critical refrigeration and
air conditioning sector. This partnership helps those countries
meet their international commitments and ultimately to realize the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),” said Curlin.
“The successful ASHRAE-UNEP cooperation model has helped
us, UNEP OzonAction, to build similar meaningful partner-
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All ASHRAE-UNEP products and services included in the joint
workplans are offered free of charge and are accessible to
National Ozone Units (NOUs) and certain refrigeration and
air conditioning sector stakeholders in developing countries
through ASHRAE and UNEP OzonAction.

ASHRAE Launches Vision 2030
Webpage
ATLANTA — ASHRAE announced the launch its Vision 2030
webpage. The webpage can be found at ashrae.org/vision2030.
As technology continues to improve every aspect of the built
environment, ASHRAE’s Vision 2030 is committed to leading,
serving, and providing all professionals in the buildings industry with the resources and knowledge to continually drive
the innovative and strategic improvements needed during
the revolution of the built environment.
“The Vision 2030 webpage provides guidance to support
intelligent design, construction and operation for a more
adaptable and resilient built environment,” said 2018-19
ASHRAE Presidential Member and Vision 2030 Chair Shelia J.
Hayter, P.E. “We believe that the contributions of the Vision
2030 team will serve as a powerful resource to industry professionals and the general public alike.”
The webpage features the following five sections:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Connected Communities
Built Environment
Data and Integration
Team Processes
Member Services
Resources

Members of the Vision 2030 team are as follows:

•

Sheila J. Hayter, P.E., Presidential Fellow ASHRAE, chair,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ASHRAE Vision 2030
Thomas H. Phoenix, P.E., BEMP, Presidential Fellow
ASHRAE, vice chair, ASHRAE Vision 2030
Chip Branscum, PE, LEED AP, ASHRAE Vision 2030 Ad Hoc
Committee
Robin Bryant, ASHRAE Director & Regional Chair Region XII
Jayson Bursill, Ph.D.
Michael Cooper, P.E., ASHRAE Headquarters Building Adhoc Committee
Drury B. Crawley, Ph.D., Fellow ASHRAE, BEMP, FIBPSA,
chair, ASHRAE Standards Committee, AIA
Christopher M. Gray, Ph.D., P.E.
William R. MacGowan
Tim J. McGinn, P.Eng., HBDP, ASHRAE Vice President
Francis A. Mills
Daniel H. Nall, P.E., FAIA, Fellow ASHRAE, LEED® Fellow,
BEMP, HBDP, CPHC
Lan Chi Nguyen Weekes, ing., P.Eng., chair, ASHRAE Multidisciplinary Task Group Health and Wellness in the Built
Environment
Joe Noworatzky Ed.D., ASHRAE Foundation Trustee
W. Andrew Perrin, BASc
Chandra Sekhar, Ph.D., Fellow ASHRAE, ASHRAE Director-at-Large, Distinguished Lecturer
Manish K. Sharma
Jiri Skopek

Questions and requests for technical guidance and interpretations should be submitted to the following email address:
Vision2030@ashrae.org. For more information on the Vision
2030, visit ashrae.org/Vision2030.
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American Street Guide

Indiana Couple Restoring Historic
Home After Condemnation
By James D. Wolf Jr. | Pharos-Tribune
LOGANSPORT, Ind. (AP) — What’s the first step in saving a
historic house that’s been condemned?
For Laina Molaski and Matt Sartori of Carmel, it was filling two 40-yard dumpsters of trash and junk from the old
Greensfelder house at 806 E. Market St. in Logansport.
That wasn’t the planned first step, but it was what was necessary as they had to remove two refrigerators, two water
heaters and a bandsaw, plus debris from squatters who lived
in the attic for part of the two years the house lay vacant.

The 2016 Logansport Landmarks endangered buildings list
listed the house’s Lincrusta wallpapers, inlaid mosaic and tile
floors and inlaid, patterned hardwoods.
It also has original light fixtures and a beautiful staircase,
and the house’s intricate tile work is intact, as are its pocket
doors, said renovator George Petzel, who sold the house to
Molaski and Sartori.
The interior is well-preserved because the couple isn’t the
first to try to renovate the house.

“If we ever do this again, we’re going to put an ad in for
scrappers,” said Molaski.

In 2016, Eric and Tia Justice had moved in and began restoration attempts, focusing on the inside.

The couple closed on the house Jan. 29, and they’re dividing
restoration into initial projects, including repairing the porch
so that the roof and the rest of the outside can be improved
to the quality of the house’s well-preserved insides.

However, the Justice family was forced to move out after
the county condemned the building around the end of the
last decade and said they couldn’t stay there with children
because of the lead.

They also want to replace the lead plumbing (they only
have one toilet and one faucet working), improve the HVAC
system and add air conditioning (the furnace already needed
replacing, said Sartori).

This will be Sartori and Molaski’s first time renovating a
property, and it’s a major renovation compared to many
houses.

But for now, they’re concentrating on remediating lead
that’s the source of 16 lead dust violations and 14 lead paint
violations that led to Cass County condemning the house.
“Our first goal is to get the house un-condemned,” she said.

RepresenƟng Manufacturers of Quality
Plumbing Products Since 1969

So they spent much of February wrapping up the fireplaces,
sinks and fixtures of the house for protection when the lead
is removed.
Sartori said the state inspector has been extremely helpful in
directing them in what to do.
“Quite the crazy undertaking,” Molaski said about the entire
renovation.
However, it’s not hopeless.
“For as scary as the outside is, the inside is in good condition
for a 100-year-old house,” she said.
An example of late Queen Anne/Early Edwardian Architecture, the interior has an encaustic tile dining room and
period fireplaces, according to Paul Willham, Communications Director for Logansport Landmarks and an experienced
renovator.
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1775 West Armitage Court • Addison, IL • 60101
630‐932‐9900 Phone • 630‐932‐9911 Fax
For more informa�on please contact jus�n@repcoassociates.com or visit our website.

www.repcoassociates.com

Laina Molaski, bottom left, Caden Molaski, center, and Matt Sartori pose in the Greensfelder house at 806 E. Market St. on Friday, Feb. 26, 2021, in
Logansport, Ind. The couple closed on the house Jan. 29, and they’re dividing restoration into initial projects, including repairing the porch so that the roof
and the rest of the outside can be improved to the quality of the house’s well-preserved insides. (Jonah Hinebaugh/The Pharos-Tribune via AP)

But the Greensfelder mansion had all that they desired.
“We are close to being empty nesters,” Molaski said.
They had always wanted to get away from the city (Indianapolis, which Carmel is a suburb of) and return to a small town
like the ones they grew up in.
She originally came from Michigan, and he started life in
Wisconsin.
“I love old houses. My mom was in antiques forever — and
still is,” Santori said. “I wanted something like this, in a small
town like this.”
They’re into history, but have no renovation background
except for his familiarity with antiques through his mother.
“The truth is, it’s scary that I don’t have any [experience],” he
said.

Petzel, a house restorer who’d bought the Greensfelder
place at a tax auction in December 2020, saw the couple as
the best possible new owners.
He realized after buying it that the house required more
work than his MGP Acquisitions LLC could do while not
in town, but he was looking for someone who’d want to
restore it.
One previous buyer never showed for closing, another
wanted to renovate but not retain the character and a third
wasn’t open about his plans.
However, Molaski and Sartori had already spoken to local
preservation sources, and Petzel checked into their backgrounds.
“Everything about them seemed to be a perfect fit for a
home restoration that will certainly be more of a journey
than a project,” he stated by email.
They bought the house for $40,000, and Willham estimates
that it will take $150,000 to $200,000 to renovate the place,
possibly more for a museum-level renovation.
Molaski said, “Luckily, we have jobs that are remote, so we
have the flexibility.”

•
•
•
•
•
•

Masonry Restoration
Tuckpointing
Building Cleaning & Sealer
Exterior Wall Coating
Façade Concrete Repairs
Caulking & Sealant Repairs

• Parking Structure/Concrete
Restoration
• Plaza Restoration
• Structural Repairs
• Deck Coating Systems
• Epoxy & Grout Injection

Masonry/Façade Specialist
(773) 722-2800

Concrete Specialists
(773)638-5206

She’s an English professor and a writer of romances and mysteries, while he’s a Web developer.
She has been able to be there on a regular basis, and he had
Wi-Fi put in early on so he could be there and work.
“Our goal is to keep as much of the aesthetic and history
that we can while making it a modern living space,” he said.

2658 w Van Buren Street • Chicago, IL 60612
www.westernspecialtycontractors.com
• Family Owned since 1915 • Union Affiliated • 28 Locations Nationwide
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ACROSS
1 Fluky
5 Abdominal muscles
(abbr.)
8 Deity
11 Quarry
15 Cow
17 Disadvantage
19 Color
20 Anxiety
21 Planet
22 Chessman
23 Body of water
24 Dido
25 Mr.
26 Flying saucer
28 Among
30 Furrow
32 Airport abbr.
33 Pursue
35 Inexperienced
young woman
38 Analyze
40 Singer Gibson
42 Buck
43 Open forcefully
44 Wading bird
47 Arises
49 Earring need
51 Leave
55 Married woman
56 Accountant
58 Paul’s former name
60 Gray sea eagle
62 Frozen water
63 Troop withdrawal
65 Espy
66 Loosen
67 Cation
68 What the eyes shed
69 Often poetically
71 Take in
73 Chief
75 Left over, like
merchandise
77 Tobacco user
79 Particular variety
81 Skip
83 Expression of
surprise
84 City
87 Swindle
88 Do it again
90 Tender loving care
92 Originally said
“open sesame”
(2 wds.)
94 Less than two
95 Take to court
96 American
Association of
Retired Persons
(abbr.)
98 Central nervous
system
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14 Young Men's Christian
Association
16 Wake up
16
17
18
19
20
15
18 Hang-up
21
22
23
24
19 Glisten
20 Asian nation
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
27 February (abbr.)
29 Tangle (2 wds.)
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
31 Drug type
34 Advertisements
40
41
42
43
35 Caesar's three
36 Loch __ monster
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
37 Self-esteem
39 Seed bread
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
41 Unruly child
44 Pixie
63
64
65
66
67
45 Very dry wine
46 Island
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
48 Compass point
50 Lotto
75
76
77
78
52 Roman thirteen
53 Computer picture button
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
54 Decade
56 Quoins
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
57 Domestic cat
59 Caustic substance
94
95
96
97
98
99
61 Arch rival
64 Glorify
100
101
102
103 104
105
106
107
66 Writer Bombeck
69 Tub spread
108 109
110
111
112
113 114
70 Food and drug administration
(abbr.)
115 116
117
118
119
120 121
72 Fire remains
74 Middle East dweller
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
76 More aged
78 German city
129
130
131 132
133 134 135
136 137
79 Asian bird
80 Organization of Petroleum
138
139
140
141
Exporting Countries
82 School group
142
143
144
145
83 Land measurement
85 Vegetable
www.CrosswordWeaver.com
86 Connect
99 Drag
145 Adam’s garden
44 Pixie
91 City in Pakistan
87 Gained
Listlessness
119
63 Troop withdrawal
ACROSS
100
Sensitivity
45 Very dry
wine
92 Fifth book
in the
mathematician
89 Greek
122 Tally
65 Espy
91 City in Pakistan
1021 Little
Mermaid’s
DOWN
46
Island
New
Testament
123 Central daylight time
Fluky
66 Loosen
48 Compass
93 Ripen 92 Fifth book in the New
Christmas song
125point
Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
67 Cation
5 Sebastian
Testament
Deity
68 What the eyes shed 50 Lotto 126 Wood chopper
1058 Armed
robbery
1 Pixies
97 Quiet noise
93 Ripen
127 Compass point
69 Often poetically
11 Quarry
107 Peter, for short
2 __ acid (vitamin)
101 Beige 97 Quiet noise
52 Roman thirteen
129 Chase
71 Take in
15 Cow
Beige
101(abbr.)
108
of laundry
3 4-H73(spelled
out) 53 Computer
103 Admiral
picture
a bald man is missing
Chief
131 What
Disadvantage
17 Brand
103 Admiral (abbr.)
4 Still
104 Instruments
that
Color
75 Left over, like merchandisebutton 133 Asian country
19 detergent
104 Instruments that mimic living
Tobaccobrand
user
Anxiety
77 food
20 Prank
110
5 Dog
54 Decade136 Radio detection and rangingmimic living
organisms
138 Kellogg's waffles
79 Particular variety
21 Planet
106 Visualize
112
Mythical animal
6 Constrictor
organisms
56 Quoins 139 What children learn
81 Skip
22 Chessman
107 Pencil's pal
115
mountain
7 South
southwest
106 Visualize
Finland denizen
of surprise57 Domestic
140 cat
Body of water
83 Expression
23 Moses’
109 Without
Twist together
Dido
84 City
24 Docking
117
place
8 Small
doses
107 Pencil’s111
pal
59 Caustic 141
substance
Entrances
142 Cry
87 Swindle
25 Mr.
113 Gender
119
Listlessness
9
Tree
109
Without
61
Arch
rival
143 Tax agency
88 Do it again
26 Flying saucer
114 Unreactive
122
10 Tinter
64 Glorify 144 Cheerio
111 Entrances
Among
90 Tender loving care
28 Tally
115 Soar
Originally
said “open sesame”
145 Adam's garden
Furrow
92 on
30 Central
123
daylight
11 Play
words
66 Writer Bombeck
113 Gender116 Effigy
(2 wds.)
Airport abbr.
32 time
12 Merits
114 Unreactive
69 Tub spread
118 First letter of the Arabic
DOWN
94 Less than two
33 Pursue
alphabet
125
songwoman 13 Advantaged
115 Soar
70 Food and Drug
Inexperienced young
95 Take to court
35 Christmas
Refastens
126
14 Young
Men’s
116 Effigy 120
Administration
Association of Retired
Analyze chopper
1 Pixies
96 American
38 Wood
121 Sappy
Persons (abbr.)
Singer Gibsonpoint
40 Compass
127
Christian
118 First letter
of the
(abbr.) 2 __ acid (vitamin)
122 Soup
3 4-H (spelled out)
98 Central nervous system
42 Buck
Tai
124
129
Chase
Association
72
Fire
remains
Arabic
alphabet
4 Still
99 Drag
43 Open forcefully
126 Green Gables dweller
131
a bald man
16 Wake
up
120 Refastens
74 Middle East
dweller
food brand
Wading bird
5 Dog
100 Sensitivity
44 What
128 Small bird
Arises
6 Constrictor
102 Little Mermaid's Sebastian
47 is
missing
18 Hang-up
121 Sappy 130 Policeman
76 More aged
7 South southwest
105 Armed robbery
49 Earring need
133 Asian
country
19 Glisten
122 Soup 132 Reduced (abbr.)
78 German city
8 Small doses
107 Peter, for short
51 Leave
134 Chest bone
136
detection
20 Asian
nation
124 Tai
79 Asian bird
of laundry detergent
Married woman
9 Tree
108 Brand
55 Radio
135 Whichever
Accountant
10 Tinterof
110 Prank (abbr.)
56 and
ranging
27 February
80 Organization
126 Green 137
Gables
Marvel
Play
on
words
Mythical
animal
Paul's
former
name
11
112
58
138 Kellogg’s waffles
29 Tangle (2 wds.)
Petroleum
dweller
12 Merits
115 Moses' mountain
60 Gray sea eagle
139
children
31 Drug
type place
128 Small bird
Exporting
Advantaged
Frozen water
13 Countries
117 Docking
62 What
1

2

3

4

learn
140 Finland denizen
141 Twist together
142 Cry
143 Tax agency
144 Cheerio

5

6

7

34 Advertisements
35 Caesar’s three
36 Loch __ monster
37 Self-esteem
39 Seed bread
41 Unruly child

8

9

10

11

12

82 School group
83 Land measurement
85 Vegetable
86 Connect
87 Gained
89 Greek mathematician

13

14

130 Policeman
132 Reduced (abbr.)
134 Chest bone
135 Whichever
137 Marvel

Boiler Room Annex
Solution:

You Might Be an Engineer, If ...
Source: workjoke.com

… your favorite James Bond character is “Q.”
… you see a good design and still have to change it.
… you still own a slide rule and you know how to use it.
… your family haven’t the foggiest idea what you do at
work.
… in college you thought Spring Break was metal fatigue
failure.
… you have modified your can-opener to be microprocessor
driven.
… you are better with a Karnaugh map than you are with a
street map.
… you think the real heroes of Apollo 13 were the mission
controllers.
… you take a cruise so you can go on a personal tour of the
engine room.
… you think “cuddling” is simply an unproductive application of heat exchange
… you have owned a calculator with no equal key and know
what RPN stands for.
… you make four sets of drawings (with seven revisions)
before making a bird bath.
… you have trouble writing anything unless the paper has
horizontal and vertical lines.
… your ideal evening consists of fast-forwarding through the
latest sci-fi movie looking for technical inaccuracies.
… you think the value of a book is directly proportionate to
the number of tables, charts and graphs it contains.
Written in the Stars
Source: workjoke.com
During the heat of the space race in the 1960s, NASA decided
it needed a ballpoint pen to write in the zero gravity confines of its space capsules.
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MAY SO L U TI ON
The Soviet Union, faced with the same problem, used a pencil.
After Receiving an Invitation to an Inventors' Ball:

•
•
•
•

Edison thought it would be an illuminating experience.
Watt reckoned it would be a good way to let off steam.
Stephenson thought the whole idea was loco.
Wilbur Wright accepted, provided he and Orville could get
a flight.

After considerable research and development, the Astronaut
Pen was developed at a cost of $1 million. The pen worked
and also enjoyed some modest success as a novelty item back
here on Earth.
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Abron Industrial Supply			
15
Addison Electric Motors & Drives		
56
Admiral Heating & Ventilating, Inc.
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Advanced Boiler Control Services		
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.

4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
708-293-1720
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